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ABSTRACT

Understanding Human Activities at Large Scale

Fabian David Caba Heilbron

With the growth of online media, surveillance and mobile cameras, the amount and

size of video databases are increasing at an incredible pace. For example, YouTube

reported that over 400 hours of video are uploaded every minute to their servers. Ar-

guably, people are the most important and interesting subjects of such videos. The

computer vision community has embraced this observation to validate the crucial role

that human action recognition plays in building smarter surveillance systems, seman-

tically aware video indexes and more natural human-computer interfaces. However,

despite the explosion of video data, the ability to automatically recognize and under-

stand human activities is still somewhat limited.

In this work, I address four different challenges at scaling up action understanding.

First, I tackle existing dataset limitations by using a flexible framework that allows

continuous acquisition, crowdsourced annotation, and segmentation of online videos,

thus, culminating in a large-scale, rich, and easy-to-use activity dataset, known as

ActivityNet. Second, I develop an action proposal model that takes a video and di-

rectly generates temporal segments that are likely to contain human actions. The

model has two appealing properties: (a) it retrieves temporal locations of activities

with high recall, and (b) it produces these proposals quickly. Thirdly, I introduce

a model, which exploits action-object and action-scene relationships to improve the

localization quality of a fast generic action proposal method and to prune out irrel-

evant activities in a cascade fashion quickly. These two features lead to an efficient

and accurate cascade pipeline for temporal activity localization. Lastly, I introduce
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a novel active learning framework for temporal localization that aims to mitigate the

data dependency issue of contemporary action detectors. By creating a large-scale

video benchmark, designing efficient action scanning methods, enriching approaches

with high-level semantics for activity localization, and an effective strategy to build

action detectors with limited data, this thesis is making a step closer towards general

video understanding.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 Motivation and Overview

Video data arguably dominates the most substantial portion of the internet content.

For example, YouTube reported that over 400 hours of video are uploaded every

minute to their servers [1] and Cisco estimated that 74% of internet traffic is video

[2]. Moreover, the commercial availability of inexpensive cameras has lead to an

overwhelming amount of data, of which video streams from surveillance systems have

been quoted to be the largest source of big data. However, the significant improvement

in camera hardware has not been paralleled with accompanying automated algorithms

and software that are crucial to intelligently sift through this ever-growing data heap.

This situation has become so dire that much of large-scale video content (either online

or in local networks) is rarely processed for meaningful semantic information. With

such a development, this data merely serves as dense video sampling of the real world,

which is void of connectivity, correlation, and a deeper understanding of the visual

events governing this data.

Arguably, people are the most relevant and interesting subjects of these massive

video collections. Naturally, a need that arises is to automatically understand and

index such massive amounts of data. The computer vision community has embraced

this problem, and during the last decade, several approaches for video analysis have

been proposed [3, 4]. One of the most challenging tasks in this field, which has re-

cently gained much attention, is to recognize the human behaviors in video sequences.
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Washing hair Washing hair
0 0:54 1:20 3:14 3:34 3:46

Figure 1.1: Our end goal is to understand long untrimmed videos and localize the actions happening
within the video. Our proposed models exploit the fact that an activity is defined by which objects
are involved in it, how it is performed, and where it occurs, to speed up and generate robust
detections. By building a large-scale activity dataset with rich hierarchical annotations that combine
all three of these properties, we are able to learn automated methods that summarize an untrimmed
video into candidate activities, and recognize the types of activities in these candidates.

Despite the vast amount of videos available, the ability to automatically detect, recog-

nize, and represent human activities remains elusive to existing automated systems.

The diversity in how activities are performed and recorded challenge state-of-the-

art activity recognition and detection algorithms nowadays, whereby the best results

on a recently established in-the-wild activity competition are very far from human

performance [5].

In comparison, the same performance gap for object recognition and detection

tasks in still images is quickly being reduced, as a result of continuous advances

in classification, localization, and representation methods [6]. Moreover, this sheer

amount of video data makes the necessary step of compiling ground truth annota-

tions for activities in videos very tedious. Nevertheless, such annotation is crucial to

learn high performing machine learning models, especially those that are popularly

considered state-of-the-art in the image domain.

In this Dissertation, I address fundamental problems of human activity classifi-

cation, detection, and representation with a suite of algorithms that are capable of

efficiently and accurately learning from a newly compiled large-scale video dataset

equipped with descriptive, hierarchical, and multi-modal annotations. I investigate

different facets of these problems with the ultimate goal of improving state-of-the-

art performance in detecting and classifying human activities in real-world videos at
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large-scales. Figure 1.1 shows an illustrative overview of the scope of this work.

1.2 Related Work

1.2.1 Datasets for Human Activity Understanding

Recognizing and localizing human activities in video often require an extensive collec-

tion of annotated data. In recent years, several datasets for human activity analysis

have become available. For instance, Jiang et al. [5] introduced Thumos14, a large-

scale dataset of untrimmed video sequences with 20 different sports categories. Later,

Sigurdsson et al. [7] release Charades, a novel video database of day-to-day indoor

actions captured in a crowdsourced manner. More recently, Google introduced AVA

[8], short for atomic visual actions, a densely annotated dataset localizing human

actions in space and time. Although these datasets are opening new challenges in the

field, they all miss an important component: a taxonomy that encodes the activities

human do in their daily life. In Chapter 2, I tackle current limitations by introducing

ActivityNet [9], a large benchmark of long videos with 200 annotated daily activities.

1.2.2 Action Recognition and Localization Approaches

A large number of works have successfully tackled the task of action recognition

[10, 11, 12, 13] and spatiotemporal localization [14, 15, 16, 17, 18, 19]. Here, I briefly

review some of the most influential works in the realm of temporal action localization.

Traditional methods have relied on the sliding-window-plus-classifier combination to

produce the temporal boundaries of actions [20, 21, 22, 23]. Contemporary to my

work, a series of methods have explored the idea of action proposals to reduce the

computational complexity incurred by sliding window-based approaches. Notably,

Shou et al. [24] introduce a multi-stage system that finds and classifies regions of

interest to produce temporal action locations. This is similar in spirit to my action
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proposal model [25], which proposes a sparse learning framework to rank a temporal

segment based on its similarity to training samples (Chapter 3). Subsequent ap-

proaches [26, 27, 28] produce action proposals by exploiting the effectiveness of deep

neural networks. More recently, end-to-end methods have proven to boost the perfor-

mance of two-stage approaches, demonstrating the importance of jointly optimizing

the feature extraction and detection process [29, 30, 31]. Another line of research

makes use of language models [32], action progression analysis [33], or semantic infor-

mation (as I propose in Chapter 4) to produce action detections with high fidelity.

1.3 Contributions and Outline

In this Dissertation, I develop automatic systems for understanding human activities

in videos. I first propose a large-scale video database to enable the training and

benchmarking of automated models. I then develop models that efficiently scan and

find human activities in videos.

In Chapter 2 I introduce ActivityNet, a large-scale video benchmark for human-

centric activity analysis. It aims to cover a wide range of complex human activities

that are of interest to people in their daily living. In its current version, ActivityNet

provides samples from 200 categories with around 130 videos per class. ActivityNet

serves as a benchmark for three different video understanding tasks: untrimmed video

classification, trimmed activity classification, and temporal activity localization. This

chapter’s content is based on my work, Caba Heilbron et al. [9].

In Chapter 3 I develop an action proposal model that aims to recover temporal

segments containing actions in untrimmed videos. Building on techniques for learning

sparse dictionaries, I propose a learning framework to represent and retrieve activity

proposals. The proposed method offers a positive impact on recognition performance

while running at 10 frames per second. The content of this chapter is based on my

work, Caba Heilbron et al. [25].
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Chapter 4 introduces a Semantic Context Cascade model that efficiently detects

actions in long videos. By embracing activity semantic priors associated, the pro-

posed model produces high-quality and class-specific action proposals, while pruning

unrelated activities in a cascade fashion. I demonstrate that this model achieves

state-of-the-art performance for action detection while operating at real time. This

chapter is based on my work, Caba Heilbron et al. [34].

In Chapter 5, I adapt learnable active learning approaches for more efficient and

cost-effective annotation of large-scale activity detection datasets. I show that if the

annotation process is done jointly while training the algorithm, only a fraction of

training data is needed to reach state-of-the-art performance. The content of this

chapter resembles my latest work, Caba Heilbron et al. [35].

Finally, in Chapter 6 I identify remaining challenges and the path forward for

video and human activity understanding.
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Chapter 2

ActivityNet: A Large-Scale Video Benchmark

2.1 Introduction

With the growth of online media, surveillance and mobile cameras, the amount and

size of video databases are increasing at an incredible pace. For example, YouTube

reported that over 400 hours of video are uploaded every minute to their servers

[1]. Arguably, people are the most important and interesting subjects of such videos.

The computer vision community has embraced this observation to validate the crucial

role that human activity/action recognition plays in building smarter surveillance sys-

tems, semantically aware video indexes, and more natural human-computer interfaces.

However, despite the explosion of video data, the ability to automatically recognize

and understand human activities is still rather limited. This is primarily due to

impeding challenges inherent to the task, namely the large variability in execution

styles, the complexity of the visual stimuli in terms of camera motion, background

clutter and viewpoint changes, as well as, the level of detail and number of activities

that can be recognized. An important limitation that hinders the performance of

current techniques is the state of existing video datasets and benchmarks available to

action/activity recognition researchers.

For example, note that the range of activities performed by one person in a day

varies from making the bed after waking up to brushing teeth before going to sleep.

Between these moments, he/she performs many activities relevant to his/her daily life.

The American Time Use Survey (ATUS) reports that Americans spent an average 1.7
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hours in household activities against only 18 minutes participating in sports, exercise

or recreation per day [36]. In spite of this fact, most computer vision algorithms

for human activity understanding are benchmarked on datasets that cover a limited

number of activity types. In fact, existing databases tend to be specific and focus

on certain types of activities i.e. sports, cooking or simple actions. Typically, these

datasets have a small number of categories (around 100), a small number of samples

(short clips) per class (about 100), and limited category diversity.

In this chapter, we address these dataset limitations by using a flexible framework

that allows continuous acquisition, crowdsourced annotation, and segmentation of on-

line videos, thus, culminating in a large-scale (large in the number of categories and

number of samples per category), rich (diverse taxonomy), and easy-to-use (annota-

tions, baseline classification models are available online) activity dataset, known as

ActivityNet. One of the most important aspects of ActivityNet is that it is structured

around a semantic ontology which organizes activities according to social interactions

and where they usually take place.

It provides a rich activity hierarchy with at least four levels of depth. For example,

the activity Filing nails falls under the third tier category Washing, dressing and

grooming, which belongs to the second tier Grooming and finally the major category

Personal care. Figure 2.1 illustrates other examples of this organization. To the best

of our knowledge, ActivityNet is the first database for human activity recognition

organized under a rich semantic taxonomy.

This chapter first reviews and summarize existing benchmarks for human activity

understanding. Then, we present the details of our dataset collection and annotation

framework and provide a summary of the properties of ActivityNet. We illustrate

three benchmarking scenarios for evaluating the performance of state-of-the-art algo-

rithms: untrimmed video classification, trimmed activity classification, and activity

detection. Finally, we present a characterization for ActivityNet latest version.
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Cleaning windowsInterior cleaningHouseworkHousehold activities

Brushing teethGrooming oneselfGroomingPersonal care

Top level Second tier Third tier Activity

Figure 2.1: ActivityNet organizes a large number of diverse videos that contain human activities into
a semantic taxonomy. The Top-row shows the root-to-leaf path for the activity Cleaning windows.
The Bottom-row shows the root-to-leaf path for the activity Brushing teeth. Each box illustrates
example videos that lie within the corresponding taxonomy node. Green intervals indicate the
temporal extent of the activity. All figures in this chapter are best viewed in color.

2.2 Related Work

The challenges of building systems that understand complex activities in real en-

vironments have prompted the construction of standardized datasets for algorithm

training and evaluation. However, contemporary benchmarks were somewhat limited

in at least one of these aspects: the number of categories, samples per class, temporal

length of each sample, the variety of video capturing conditions or environments, and

the diversity of category taxonomy. Furthermore, extending most of these datasets

involves extremely costly manual labor.

We briefly review some of the most influential action datasets available before Ac-

tivityNet. The Hollywood dataset [37] contains videos taken from Hollywood movies.

Twelve action categories are performed by professional actors, which results in more

natural scenes than earlier simple action datasets [38, 39]. Similarly, other datasets

also relax the environment assumptions leading to challenging recognition tasks with

difficult background and camera angles. For example, UCF Sports [40] and Olympic

Sports [11] increase the action complexity by focusing on highly articulated sporting

activities. However, the small number of categories keeps the scope of the activities

narrow, and cannot be considered a representative sample of activities in the real
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world. Another dimension of complexity is addressed by datasets that focus on com-

posable [41] or concurrent [42] activities, but these are constrained to the scene and

environment assumptions.

Next in terms of sample size are the UCF101 [43], Thumos14 [5], and the HMDB51

[44] datasets, all of them compiled from YouTube videos and with more than 50 action

categories. The resulting video samples are short and only convey simple short-term

actions or events. These videos were collected through a manual and costly process,

which is difficult to scale if the size of the dataset is to be extended. Regarding seman-

tic organization, HMDB51 groups activities into 5 major types: general-facial, facial

with object manipulation, general body movement, body movements with object in-

teraction and body movements for human interaction. On the other hand, UCF101

groups categories into five types: human-object interaction, body motion only, play-

ing musical instruments, sports. Unfortunately, these are simple taxonomies with

only two levels of resolution, and do not provide a detailed organization of activities.

The MPII Human Pose Dataset [45] focuses on human pose estimation, and it

was recently used as an action recognition benchmark [46]. It provides short clips (41

frames or longer) that depict human actions. Unfortunately, the distribution of video

samples per category is non-uniform and biased towards some action categories.

One of the largest video dataset that was available before ActivityNet is the

Sports-1M dataset [47]. It comprises about 500 sports-related categories, annotated

by an automatic tagging algorithm. Despite its sheer size, this dataset is structured

using a somewhat limited activity taxonomy, as it only focuses on sports actions.

Furthermore, the automatic collection process introduces an undisclosed amount of

label noise.

Also related to our work are the efforts to construct large-scale benchmarks for

object recognition in static images. Image benchmarks such as ImageNet [48], SUN

[49] and Tiny Images [50] have spawned significant advances for computer vision
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algorithms in the related tasks. An example is the Large Scale Visual Recognition

Challenge (ILSVRC) [6], from which the AlexNet architecture [51] gains its popularity

due to an outstanding performance in the challenge.

With ActivityNet, we attempt to fill the gap in the following aspects: a large-

scale dataset that covers activities that are most relevant to how humans spend their

time in their daily living; a qualitative jump in terms of number and length of each

video (instead of short clips), diversity of activity taxonomy and number of classes;

a human-in-the-loop annotation process that can provide higher label accuracy as

compared to fully automatic annotation algorithms; and a framework for continuous

dataset expansion at low cost.

2.3 Building ActivityNet

ActivityNet aims at providing a semantic organization of videos depicting human

activities. In this section, we introduce the activity lexicon and hierarchy that serves

as a backbone for ActivityNet. Another important goal is to provide a broad set

of diverse video samples for each activity of interest. To this end, we describe our

scalable data collection and video annotation scheme. Finally, we summarize some

interesting properties of ActivityNet.

2.3.1 Defining the Activity Lexicon

Our goal is to build ActivityNet upon a rich semantic taxonomy. In contrast to the

object domain, it is difficult to define an explicit semantic organization of activities.

Beyond the shallow hierarchies that organize current benchmarks, some attempts have

been made at providing a structured organization of activities within the computer

vision community. Aloimonos et al. [52, 53] propose a two-level organization of

activities into six groups: ground, general object, general person, specific object,

specific person, group; which connects to verbs in WordNet. Unfortunately, verbs are
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Figure 2.2: Visualization of the sub-tree of the top level category Household activities.

more difficult to use directly, because unlike objects in ImageNet [48], there is more

ambiguity and polysemism between verbs and activities, than between objects and

synsets. This contrast may be partly explained by the fact that our spoken language

for activities needs more complicated constructions compared to what is necessary

for objects.

Outside the vision community, some efforts have organized general knowledge into

structured repositories, such as Freebase [54], FrameNet [55], among others. Since

none of them are specific to activities, their richness and depth are limited. On the

other hand, there are also efforts more specific to activities. For instance, in the

medical community, Ainsworth et al. [56] have organized a small number of human

physical activities into a shallow two-level taxonomy.

Since we aim at constructing a large-scale benchmark with high activity diversity,
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we use the activity taxonomy built by the Department of Labor for conducting the

American Time Use Survey (ATUS) [36]. The ATUS taxonomy organizes more than

2000 activities according to two key dimensions: a) social interactions and b) where

the action usually takes place. The ATUS coding lexicon contains a large variety of

daily human activities organized under 18 top level categories such as Personal Care,

Work-Related, Education and Household activities. Also, there are two more levels of

granularity under these top level categories. For example, the activity Polishing shoes,

appears in the hierarchy as a leaf node under the third category, Sewing, repairing

and maintaining textiles, which is part of the second tier category, Housework, which

falls under the Household activities top level category.

For the first release of ActivityNet, we have manually selected a subset of 200

activity categories, out of the more than two thousand activity examples provided

by the ATUS activity hierarchy. The activity classes belong to 7 different top level

categories: Personal Care, Eating and Drinking, Household, Caring and Helping,

Working, Socializing and Leisure and Sports and Exercises. Figure 2.2 illustrates

the sub-tree for the top-level category Household activities. The rich taxonomy of

ActivityNet, which has four levels of granularity, constitutes a semantic organization

backbone that may be useful in algorithms that can exploit the hierarchy during

model training.

2.3.2 Collecting and Annotating Human Activities

Building benchmark datasets for visual recognition has been traditionally a time-

consuming and challenging task. The goal of ActivityNet is to provide a large-scale

dataset of activities that can be expanded and annotated continuously at a reasonably

low cost. Traditional data collection practices that require many expert researcher

hours are prohibitive. On the other hand, fully automatic methods introduce label

noise that is difficult to eradicate.
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Figure 2.3: Video collection and annotation process. (a) We start with a large number of candidate
videos, for which the labels are partially unknown. (b) AMT workers verify if an activity of interest
is present in each video, so that we can discard false positive videos (in red). This results in a set of
untrimmed videos that contain the activity (in green). (c) Finally, we obtain temporal boundaries
for activity instances (in green) with the help of AMT workers.

We now describe the collection and annotation process to build ActivityNet. In-

spired by [48, 57, 58], we design a semi-automatic crowdsourcing strategy to collect

and annotate videos (Figure 2.3). We first search the web for potential videos depict-

ing a particular human activity. Then, we rely on Amazon Mechanical Turk (AMT)

workers to verify if the activity happens in the video. Finally, multiple workers an-

notate each video with the temporal boundaries associated with the activity.

Searching the web

At this stage, we have a textual list of human activity classes, and our goal is to

search the web to retrieve videos related to each activity. Exploiting available massive

online video data such as YouTube, we search videos using text-based queries. We

expand these queries with WordNet [59] using hyponyms, hypernyms, and synonyms

to increase the number of retrieved videos and content variety.

Labeling Untrimmed Videos

We verify all videos retrieved and remove those not related to the activity at hand.

We employ Amazon Mechanical Turk Workers (Turkers) to review each video and

determine if it contains an intended activity class. To obtain high-quality annotations,

we insert verifiable labeling questions and only employ multiple expert Turkers.
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Due to the inaccuracy of text-based queries, we usually discard many videos that

are not related to any of the intended activity classes. At the end of this process, we

have a set of verified untrimmed videos that are associated with at least one ground

truth activity label.

Annotating the Activity Instances

Most current activity classification systems require training videos to be trimmed

to only contain the intended activity. Nevertheless, it is hard to find web videos

containing only information about a specific activity. For example, when searching

YouTube with the query “Preparing pasta”, results include videos containing contex-

tual information about the chef. In this direction, we aim to manually annotate the

time extension where the action happens. To tackle this manual process, we rely again

on Turkers to temporally annotate all the activity instances present in a video. We

ensure the quality of temporal boundaries by employing multiple Turkers and getting

a consensus among them. This stage produces a curated set of activity instances,

each of them associated with one ground truth activity label. Note that within one

untrimmed video, there may be more than one activity instance from more than one

activity class.

2.3.3 ActivityNet at a Glance

We now look into some of the properties of the videos in ActivityNet. We first report

statistics related to the video data. Second, we compare ActivityNet to several action

related datasets.

Video Properties

All ActivityNet videos are obtained from online video sharing sites. We download

the original videos at the best quality available. To limit the total storage requirement,

we prioritize the search for videos less than 15 minutes long. In practice, most of the

videos have a duration between two and five minutes. Around 50% of the videos are
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Figure 2.4: Summary of ActivityNet statistics. First two rows: Red bars indicate the number of
untrimmed instances per activity category; and the top of the gray bars indicate the number of
trimmed instances in each class. Bottom left compares the distribution of the activity classes in
different datasets with the top levels of our hierarchy. Bottom right compares the scale in terms of
both number of samples per category and number of categories between different datasets.

in High Definition resolution (1280 × 720), while the majority have a frame rate of

30 Frames Per Second (FPS).

Collection and Annotation Summary

Figure 2.4(top rows) shows the number of untrimmed videos and trimmed activity

instances per class in the current version of ActivityNet. The distribution is close to

uniform, which helps to avoid data unbalance when training classifiers. Also, note

that there is a factor of 1.41 trimmed instances per untrimmed video in average. Our

collection process will allow easy expansion of ActivityNet regarding the number of

samples per category.

Comparison with contemporary datasets
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We compare ActivityNet with several action datasets [43, 44, 37, 11, 5, 47, 45] in

terms of: 1) variety of activity types, and 2) number of activity classes and samples per

class. To compare the variety of activity types, we manually annotate all the actions

in each dataset with a parent top level category from the ActivityNet hierarchy. For

example, the action Push ups from UCF101 is annotated under Sports and exercising.

In Figure 2.4(bottom-left), we plot a stacked histogram for the actions assigned to

each top level category. It illustrates the lack of variety of activity types for all

existing datasets. In contrast, ActivityNet strives for including activities in top level

categories that are rarely considered in current benchmarks: Household activities,

Personal care, Education and Working activities. To analyze the scale of ActivityNet

compared to the existing action datasets, we plot in Figure 2.4(bottom-right) the

number of instances per class vs the number of activity/action classes. Notably,

ActivityNet is the most varied dataset concerning activity types.

2.4 Benchmark Analysis

This section introduces a series of evaluations that showcase several benchmarking

scenarios in which ActivityNet can be used. These evaluations also serve to illus-

trate the challenge that general activity understanding is to current computer vision

algorithms.

The rest of the section is organized as follows. We first describe the video represen-

tations adopted in our evaluation scenarios. Then, we examine the performance of a

state-of-the-art algorithm for action recognition in three different tasks: a) Untrimmed

video classification, b) Trimmed activity classification, and c) Temporal action local-

ization. For this study, we choose the traditional action recognition pipeline from [60],

which combines multiple video features with a linear Support Vector Machine (SVM)

as the classifier. Lastly, we provide analyses across tasks and discussions about the

results obtained.
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2.4.1 Video Representation

In order to capture visual patterns in each input video, we construct a video represen-

tation using a combination of several feature types: motion features, static features

and deep features. This is motivated by the observation that combining multiple

feature types leads to significant improvements in action recognition [61, 60].

Motion Features (MF)

These features aim to capture local motion patterns in a video. In practice, we

extract improved trajectories [13] to obtain a set of local descriptors i.e. Histogram of

Oriented Gradients (HOG), Histogram of Optical Flow (HOF), and Motion Bound-

ary Histogram (MBH). We encode these descriptors using the Fisher Vectors (FV)

coding scheme [62], where each descriptor type is represented separately. In all our

experiments, we first learn a Gaussian Mixture Model (GMM) with 512 components

and reduce the dimensionality of the final encoding to half using Principal Component

Analysis (PCA). In short, our procedure is similar to [13, 63].

Static Features (SF)

These features aim to encode contextual scene information. These context cues

are usually helpful to discriminate human activities [64, 65]. In practice, we capture

contextual scene information by extracting Scale-Invariant Feature Transform (SIFT)

descriptors every ten frames. These features are encoded using FV with a GMM of

1024 components, which is then reduced to a feature size of 48 dimensions using PCA.

The final representation for each video aggregates all descriptors in a single FV.

Deep Features (DF)

These features aim to encode information about the objects in the scene. In many

activities involving object interactions, this is an important cue for disambiguation

[66]. In practice, we adopt features derived from a Convolutional Neural Network

(CNN) that has been trained for the task of object recognition. This selection is
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motivated by the versatility of these features, which have been successfully applied to

many visual recognition tasks. For the CNN implementation, we adopt the AlexNet

[51] architecture trained on ILSVRC-2012 [6]. We retain activations of the network

associated with the top three fully-connected layers (fc-6, fc-7, and fc-8). We encode

temporal information in the activity by averaging activations across several frames.

In practice, we compute these deep features every ten frames for all the videos in our

dataset.

2.4.2 ActivityNet Benchmarks

We define three different application scenarios in which ActivityNet can be used

for benchmarking. First, we investigate the performance of an activity recognition

algorithm on the task of Untrimmed video classification. For the second task, we use

the manually annotated trimmed video instances to construct the largest dataset for

Trimmed activity classification. Finally, we benchmark Temporal Activity Localization

on all the untrimmed videos in ActivityNet.

Untrimmed Video Classification

In this task, we evaluate the capability of predicting activities in untrimmed video

sequences. Here, videos can contain more than one activity, and typically large time

lapses of the video are not related to any activity of interest.

Dataset. Using the labeled untrimmed videos from ActivityNet, we define a dataset for

benchmarking untrimmed video classification. The dataset consists of 27801 videos

that belong to 203 activity classes. We randomly split the data into three different

subsets: train, validation, and test, where 50% is used for training, and 25% for

validation and testing.

Classifiers. Using the training set, we learn a set of linear SVM activity classifiers

using a one-vs-all strategy. We use the validation set to tune the parameters of each

classifier. Finally, we evaluate the models in the testing set, where the activity of each
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Untrimmed Classification Trimmed Classification
(mAP) (mAP)

Feature Validation Test Validation Test
Motion features (MF)

HOG 29.2% 28.6% 35.9% 36.1%
HOF 32.7% 31.8% 40.1% 40.2%
MBH 34.1% 33.6% 41.7% 41.9%

Deep features (DF)
fc-6 28.3% 28.1% 42.7% 43.1%
fc-7 28.0% 27.9% 41.1% 41.6%
fc-8 25.3% 24.9% 38.1% 38.2%

Per feature type
MF 39.8% 39.2% 47.8% 47.6%
DF 28.9% 28.7% 43.7% 43.0%
SF 24.7% 24.5% 38.3% 37.9%

Combined
MF+DF 41.2% 40.9% 49.5% 49.1%
MF+SF 40.3% 40.1% 48.9% 48.6%
DF+SF 32.7% 32.6% 44.2% 44.0%

MF+DF+SF 42.5% 42.2% 50.5% 50.2%

Table 2.1: Summary of classification results. The first two columns report results on the untrimmed
video classification task, while the last two report results on trimmed video classification. The
evaluation measure is mean average precision (mAP). We report validation and test performance,
when different feature combinations are used. MF and DF refers to the concatenation of HOG, HOF
and MBH features, and fc-6 and fc-7 respectively.

test video is predicted to be the one corresponding to the classifier with the largest

margin.

Results. In this experiment, we measure the mean Average Precision (mAP) obtained

by each activity classifier. Since each untrimmed video may contain more than one

activity label, we measure performance using mAP instead of a confusion matrix.

Table 2.1 summarizes our results. We see that combining multiple features improves

overall performance. Also, note that deep features obtain a competitive performance

compared to the state-of-the-art improved trajectories features. The best results of

deep features is obtained when we concatenate the activations fc-6 and fc-7.

Trimmed Activity Classification

This task aims to predict the correct label of a trimmed video clip that contains

a single activity instance. Here, we use all the trimmed activity instances annotated

in ActivityNet to train classifiers and evaluate performance.
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Dataset. We define a dataset for benchmarking human activity classification algo-

rithms. The dataset includes 203 activity classes with 193 samples per category on

average. These samples correspond to trimmed activity instances in ActivityNet.

Classifiers. As compared to untrimmed video classification, we build classifiers here

with features that are extracted from the trimmed activity itself. We learn a linear

SVM for each feature type, and sum the kernels before the learning procedure to

combine multiple features. We enable multi-class classification by using a one-vs-all

learning approach, and select the class with highest score.

Results. To measure recognition performance for this task, we compute the mAP over

all the classes. As shown in Table 2.1, performance improves when multiple feature

types are combined. As in the untrimmed video classification task, the Deep Features

(DF) model achieves 43.0% mAP score on the test subset. It reveals that these deep

features by themselves encode discriminative information for human activities. We at-

tribute this to the intuition that these features encode object appearance information

and many activity categories involve human-object interactions.

Temporal Action Localization

In this task, the goal is to find and recognize all activity instances within an

untrimmed test video sequence. Activity detection algorithms should provide start

and end frames, designating the duration of each activity present in the video. We

exploit ActivityNet temporal annotations to form the largest and most diverse activity

localization dataset in the literature.

Dataset. To the best of our knowledge, the ActivityNet-based detection dataset we

use here is the largest existing dataset for this task. It contains a total of 849 hours of

video, where 68.8 hours of video contain 203 human-centric activity categories. Here,

we split the dataset into three different subsets as in the previous video classification

tasks.
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Feature α = 0.1 α = 0.2 α = 0.3 α = 0.4 α = 0.5
MF 11.7% 11.4% 10.6% 9.7% 8.9%
DF 7.2% 6.8% 4.9% 4.1% 3.7%
SF 4.2% 3.9% 3.1% 2.1% 1.9%

MF+DF+SF 12.5% 11.9% 11.1% 10.4% 9.7%

Table 2.2: Summary of temporal activity localization results. We report the mAP score for all
activity classes. Due to the ambiguity inherent to the temporal annotation of activities, we use
multiple values for the overlap threshold (α). We also investigate the performance of the different
feature types, individually and collectively.

Classifiers. We initialize our SVM models using the classifiers learned in the trimmed

activity classification task. Then, we employ five rounds of hard negative mining,

which generate a set of negative samples for each activity class. After each round, we

only keep the hardest negatives to maintain a reasonable runtime. Given a test video

sequence, we apply the learned classifiers using a sliding temporal window approach.

Then, we perform Non-Maximum Suppression (NMS) to ignore overlapping detection

windows.

Results. We measure the model’s performance by computing the mAP score over all

activity classes. To do this, a prediction is determined to be a true positive according

to the following procedure: 1) we compute the overlap (measured by the intersection

over union score) between a predicted temporal segment and a ground truth segment,

which we call temporal Intersection over Union (tIoU), 2) we mark the detection as

positive if the tIoU is greater than a threshold α. In practice, we vary the threshold

α between 0.1 and 0.5. Table 2.2 summarizes the detection results. We see that MF

consistently outperforms both DF and SF, across the different α values. In spite of

the low performance of DF and Static Features (SF), our model reveals a significant

increase in performance when all feature types are combined. In general, it is clear

that the detection task is very challenging for state-of-the-art detection methods.
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Figure 2.5: Example results for the two hardest and easiest activity classes in the untrimmed and
trimmed classification tasks. Results are obtained using all three feature types (MF, DF, and SF).
The third column shows some correct prediction samples for each class. The last two columns
illustrate some hard false positive and hard false negative samples.

2.4.3 Discussions

Qualitative results

Figure 2.5 shows example results for the easiest and hardest activity classes for the

untrimmed video classification and trimmed activity classification tasks. These results

are obtained using all three feature types combined. A sample set of correct detections

are shown in the third column, while hard false positive/negative samples for each

activity class are shown in the last column. For untrimmed video classification, we find

that the two easiest classes correspond to the Sports and exercise category. These

activity classes are easier to classify, since they typically contain a repetitive and

structured temporal sequence and are usually performed in similar scene contexts. We

notice that activities occupying few intervals of the video (in temporal length) are the

hardest to classify. Regarding trimmed activity classification, the best classifiers tend

to generate false positives when there are similar motions in the video. For example,
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the most confident false positives for the Platform diving class are from activities such

as Bungee jumping and Balance beam, which contain motions that resemble those in

platform diving. We also note that the most difficult classes tend to be confused with

activities that have similar object or context appearance.

Where in the hierarchy are the easiest and hardest activity classes?

To answer this question, we compute the mAP score per top level category. Ta-

ble 2.3(Left) shows these results for trimmed activity classification. We note that the

activities related to Sports and exercises achieve the highest mAP. In contrast, House-

hold activities achieve the lowest performance, due primarily to their unstructured

nature, variability, and lack of temporal constraints. In contrast, Sports and exer-

cises generally have a defined temporal ordering, and involve specific human-object

interactions.

Comparing performance with existing datasets.

To emphasize the difficulty of ActivityNet, we compare results for several datasets

in Table 2.3(Right). We consistently observe that ActivityNet constitutes a significant

challenge to state-of-the-art recognition methods and is substantially more difficult

than current activity benchmarks. We attribute this to the following: a) ActivityNet

increases the number of categories by a factor of two, and b) the variety in the video

data represents a real-world challenge for existing algorithms.

2.5 ActivityNet Characterization

We have introduced ActivityNet and its benchmarks; however, ActivityNet is con-

tinuously growing and improving. To date, we have released three different versions

to the computer vision community. In this section, we fast-forward to ActivityNet

Version 1.3 and describe it with inherent characteristics such as coverage, length, and

the number of instances. Moreover, we augment the dataset with two additional char-

acteristics, temporal context and temporal boundary agreement, which we argue are
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Category Validation Test
Household 34.2% 33.9%

Caring and helping 36.2% 36.7%
Personal care 41.5% 41.3%
Work-related 53.6% 53.1%

Eating and drinking 57.6% 57.2%
Socializing and leisure 63.8% 63.3%
Sports and exercises 66.6% 66.1%

Average 50.5% 50.2%

Dataset Method Performance
Untrimmed video classification

Thumos’14 [67] 71% (mAP)
Sports-1M [47] 63.9% (mAP)
ActivityNet 42.2% (mAP)

Trimmed activity classification
UCF101 [68] 85.9% (Accuracy)
HMDB51 [69] 66.7% (Accuracy)

ActivityNet 45.9% (Accuracy)
Temporal Activity Localization

Thumos’14 [60] 33.6% (mAP)
ActivityNet 11.9% (mAP)

Table 2.3: Left: The table summarizes an accuracy analysis on the activity classification task. We
report mAP results for classifying each top-level class in ActivityNet. Note that all three features are
combined. Right: The table shows a Cross-dataset performance comparison. We report the state-
of-the-art results for each dataset. For the activity localization task, we report mAP at α = 0.2.

critical to measure progress of temporal action localization. Let’s play some games to

motivate our selection (Jump to Figure 2.6). The first game, guess-the-action, con-

sists of watching a series of frames to guess what action happens next. The second

game, let-us-agree, asks you to pick the instant when a given action ends. We invite

you to play the game and check your answers afterwards in the footnote∗. We relate

the first game with whether an action instance has temporal context or not. If an

action instance is in temporal context, the player should be able to exploit semantic

information such as objects, scenes, or motions to guess what action happens either

before or after. The second game explores how humans agree on defining temporal

boundaries of an action instance. Surprisingly, this toy example reveals that defin-

ing an action’s temporal boundaries is hard. Intrigued, we decided two conduct two

formal online user studies with the aim of quantifying the amount of temporal con-

text and temporal boundaries agreement for temporal action localization. Here, we

first present the online user studies that allow us to augment ActivityNet Version 1.3

with the temporal context and temporal boundaries agreement attributes. Then, we

quantify and analyze each action characteristics listed above.

∗ (1): The action that happens is Bungee Jumping. (2): There is not a unanimous answer for
this game. 67% of our lab colleagues picked frame B as the correct answer.
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What action could happen next?

A) Baking 
Cookies

B) Rock 
Climbing

C) Bungee   
Jumping

guess-the-action
When does Long Jump ends?

A B C

let-us-agree

D

Figure 2.6: Left: guess-the-action game. In this game you have to guess what action (one out of
three options) could happen in the context of the depicted video clip. Right: let-us-agree game.
Here, the goal is to pick the frame that best represents when the action Long Jump ends. To check
your answers read the footnote ∗.

2.5.1 Online User Studies

User Study I: Temporal Context of Actions

Our goal is to quantify the amount of temporal context around an action instance.

To that end, we conduct an online user study that resembles the guess-the-action game

described earlier. We choose Amazon Mechanical Turk (AMT) as a test bed to hold

the user study. Each participant’s task is to watch a five-seconds video clip and pick,

from a given list, all the human actions that they believe could happen in the context

of the video clip. We revisit our definition of temporal context, which describes that

an action instance is in temporal context if semantic information around the instance

helps a person to guess the action class of such instance. Thus, we investigate the

temporal context of an instance by sampling six non-overlapping five-seconds clips

around the action’s temporal boundaries. We present each user with three different

candidate classes, one of the options is the correct action class, and the other two

options are either similar or dissimilar class to the ground truth class. We use objects

and scene information to form sets of similar and dissimilar actions. Given that

multiple selections are allowed, we consider an answer as correct if the participant

chooses the correct action only, or if they pick the correct action and the option that

is similar to it. If a temporal segment allows the participant to guess the action, we

call that segment a context glimpse.
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Our study involved 53 Amazon Mechanical Turk Workers (Turkers), who spent a

median time of 21 seconds to complete a single task. In total, we submitted a total of

30K tasks to cover the existing instances of ActivityNet. Interestingly, Turkers were

able to correctly guess the action in 90.8% of the tasks. While that result can be

interpreted as a signal of dataset bias towards action-centric videos, it also suggests

that action localization methods would require temporal reasoning to provide accurate

predictions in such scenario. For instance, most probably you used information about

scene (bridge, river) and objects (elastic cord, helmet) to predict the Bungee Jumping

answering when playing guess-the-action. However, such high-level information did

not help you to provide the ending time of Long Jump in the let-us-agree game. In

short, for each ActivityNet temporal instance, we conducted six temporal context

experiments, which we use later when defining action characteristics.

User Study II: Finding Temporal Boundaries of Actions.

After playing let-us-agree, the question naturally arises, can we precisely localize

actions in time? To address this question, we followed [70] and designed an instance-

wise procedure that helped us characterize the level of human agreement achieved

after annotating temporal bounds of a given action.

We relied on 168 Turkers to re-annotate temporal boundaries of actions from

ActivityNet. The median time to complete the task was three minutes. The task

consisted in defining the boundaries of an already spotted action. Additionally, we

asked the participants to annotate each temporal boundary individually. For each ac-

tion instance, we collected three new annotations from different Turkers. We measure

agreement as the median of the pairwise temporal Intersection over Union (tIoU) be-

tween all the four annotations (the original annotation and the three newly collected

ones). As a result, Turkers exhibited an agreement score of 64.1% over the whole

dataset. The obtained results suggests that it is hard to agree, even for humans,

about the temporal boundaries of actions, which matches with previously reported
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Figure 2.7: Distribution of instance per action characteristic. We report the percentage of ground
truth instances belonging to each characteristic bucket.

conclusions [70]. In summary, we collected three additional annotations for each

action instance from ActivityNet, enabling future discussions about the effect of am-

biguous boundaries on action detectors.

2.5.2 Definitions of Action Characteristics

We annotate each instance of the ActivityNet v1.3 dataset with six different charac-

teristics: context size, context distance, agreement, coverage, length, and number of

instances. Here, we define these characteristic and discuss their distribution (Figure

2.7).

Context Size

We use the collected data from User Study I to characterize the amount of tem-

poral context around an instance. We define context size as the number of context

glimpses associated with an instance. Thus, values of context size range from 0 to

6. Interestingly, we find that only 6.9% of instances do not have temporal context.

Additionally, many instances have large temporal context, e.g. 58.4% of instances

have more than 3 context glimpses.

Context Distance

We use the results from User Study I to characterize the furthest distance away

from the instance where a context glimpse exists. We define four types of context

distance: Inf, which indicates that no temporal context exists; Far (F); Middle (M);

Near (N). Notably, We see that most instances (69.9%) have context glimpses far

away.
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Agreement

Our goal is to characterize an instance based on how difficult it is to agree on

its temporal boundaries. To this end, we exploit the data collected from User Study

II. We measure agreement as the median tIoU between all annotation pairs for an

instance. We form five groups based on agreement score (median tIoU): Extra Weak

(XW: (0, 0.2]), Weak (W: (0.2, 0.4])), Mid (M: (0.4, 0.6]), High (H: (0.6, 0.8]), and

Extra High (XH: (0.8, 1.0]). We discover that a relatively small number of instances

have extremely weak agreement (2.1%). On the other hand, most of the dataset

(83.8% of instances) exhibit at least Mid agreement.

Coverage

To measure coverage, we normalize the length of the instance by the duration of

the video. We categorize coverage values into five buckets: Extra Small (XS: (0, 0.2]),

Small (S: (0.2, 0.4]), Medium (M: (0.4, 0.6]), Large (L: (0.6, 0.8]), and Extra Large

(XL: (0.8, 1.0]). Interestingly, Extra Small and Extra Large instances compose most

of the dataset with 42.4% and 27.4% of instances assigned to each bucket, respectively.

Length

We measure length as the instance duration in seconds. We create five different

length groups: Extra Small (XS: (0, 30]), Small (S: (30, 60]), Medium (M: (60, 120]),

Long (L: (120, 180]), and Extra Long (XL: > 180). We find that more than half

(54.4%) of the instances are small. We also observe that the instance count gradually

decrease with length size.

Number of Instances (# Instances)

We assign each instance the total count of instances (from the same class) in its

video. We create four categories for this characteristic: Extra Small (XS: 1); Small

(S: [2, 4]); Medium (M: [5, 8]); Large (L: > 8). We find half of the dataset contains a

single instance per video.
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2.6 Summary

This chapter introduced ActivityNet, a new large scale benchmark for human activity

understanding. It was made possible by a large and continuous video collection and

annotation effort that is easily scalable to larger numbers of activities and larger

samples per activity, at a reasonably low cost.

We compared ActivityNet with existing datasets for action/activity recognition.

We showed that ActivityNet presents more variety in terms of activity diversity and

richness of taxonomy. It also contains more categories and samples per category than

traditional action datasets. We also introduced three possible applications for using

ActivityNet: untrimmed video classification, trimmed activity classification, and tem-

poral action localization. The results obtained in these tasks reveal that ActivityNet

unveils new challenges in understanding and recognizing human activities.

Since a key goal of ActivityNet is to enable further development, research, and

benchmarking in the field of human activity understanding, we released our bench-

mark to the vision community. Annotations, algorithmic baselines and a toolkit are

available at our website http://www.activity-net.org.

http://www.activity-net.org
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Chapter 3

Efficient Video Scanning by Generating Action Proposals

3.1 Introduction

With the growth of online and personal media archives, people are generating, storing

and consuming vast collections of videos. A need that arises from such vast video

sources is the ability to process them for content-based indexing and search. In

particular, many such applications would benefit from automatic recognition of events

and activities in untrimmed videos. To achieve this, computer vision algorithms are

required to temporally localize the activities of interest within long video sequences.

Researchers have branded this task as temporal action localization.

Current methods for temporal action localization rely on applying action classi-

fiers at every time location and multiple temporal scales, in a sliding window fashion.

However, due to the computational complexity of such classifiers and the large num-

ber of possible temporal locations and scales, sliding windows is computationally

unfeasible for large-scale video analysis applications.

In order to avoid this exhaustive evaluation of video classifiers, a number of re-

searchers have recently introduced the idea of spatial or spatiotemporal proposals for

the task of action recognition [71, 72, 73, 74, 15]. Within this paradigm, a video

is first processed to produce a set of candidate video segments or proposals, which

are likely to contain a human action or activity as Figure 3.1 illustrates. These pro-

posals are then used as a reduced candidate set, on which more sophisticated action

classifiers can be applied for recognition. A good method for generating proposals
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True positive proposalFalse positive proposal

Figure 3.1: Visualization of temporal action proposals for a sample long video of five minutes. Our
method is not only able to retrieve the temporal locations of actions with high recall but also it
generates proposals quickly.

should therefore have the following properties: (a) it should recover the true temporal

locations of actions with high recall and relatively good precision, and (b) it should

produce proposals quickly.

These two requirements make proposal generation a computationally challenging

vision task. Besides, the proposal algorithm should be versatile enough to find can-

didates for any action or activity class, and simultaneously provide potential starting

and ending times for each candidate activity. The large variation in motion, scenes,

and objects involved, styles of execution, camera viewpoints, background clutter and

occlusions impose additional burden on the proposal generation process.

Although the concept of action proposals in videos has been introduced in previous

work, most existing methods target spatiotemporal proposals, which are very helpful

in localizing and disambiguating actions that occur at the same time. However, as

we will see in the experimental section, these methods only achieve marginal recall

improvement over simple baselines, such as uniform random sampling, and are too

computationally expensive to scale to large datasets like Thumos14 [5] or ActivityNet

[9]. These two observations motivate our proposed work on localizing proposals only

in time, which we expect to be a fundamental building block in the development of

scalable and practical action/activity detection algorithms in the future.

This chapter’s contributions
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In this chapter, we introduce a new method that produces temporal proposals in

untrimmed videos. Our work has the following contributions. First, we propose a

sparse learning framework for scoring temporal segments according to how likely they

are to contain an action. Second, we experimentally show that current and state-

of-the-art proposal methods are not well suited for generating temporal proposals

in realistic and large-scale scenarios. Third, we show empirical evidence that our

proposed sparse learning framework achieves high recall and efficiency on several

benchmark datasets. Finally, we incorporate our proposal generation method into a

standard activity detection framework and show that it can significantly boost the

overall action detection performance.

3.2 Related Work

We first describe the importance of using candidate regions from the object domain

perspective. Then, we relate our work with previous approaches on action proposals.

For object detection in images, the use of a sliding window (exhaustive search)

strategy to localize objects is no longer popular due to the high computational cost

that it entails. Instead, generic or class-specific object proposals are used to quickly

find possible locations of an object in an image. Only these locations are in turn

tested by an object classifier to recognize whether or not they contain a specific class

of object. Since these proposal methods have very high recall and a low false positive

rate, their use in object detection has significantly reduced the runtime of otherwise

slow object classifiers [75]. Some popular object proposal methods are SelectiveSearch

[76], MCG [77], Objectness [78], and EdgeBoxes [79]. We refer the reader to [80] for

an extensive review of the advances in object proposals in the image domain.

Only very recently have proposal methods been extended to the video domain.

For example, several works attempt to produce spatiotemporal tubes as proposals

for objects in video [81, 82]. However, very limited research has targeted temporal
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proposals for activities in videos; even though a proposal generation method would be

crucial for efficient activity detection in long untrimmed videos. Currently, activity

detection methods simply apply a computationally expensive activity classifier to a

temporally sliding window (or randomly sampled temporal chunks). Very recent work

generates spatiotemporal proposals in video, including tubelets [67], action tubes [15],

the actionness measure [14], proposals from dense trajectories [71], the fast proposal

method [72], and Bag of Fragments [73]. All these methods rely either on dense

trajectories or use hierarchical grouping approaches to generate proposals. This design

violates efficiency constraints for creating action proposals in a large-scale scenario.

Moreover, previous action proposal methods are not developed or designed to

propose temporal segments where a human activity can be confined. In fact, current

approaches have not been evaluated beyond short videos. So, their scalability and

detection performance in real-world scenarios is uncertain. To overcome the existing

limitations, our proposed algorithm generates proposals using an efficient scoring

function that can be adapted to varying activity types of interest.

3.3 Temporal Activity Proposals

To be applicable at large scale and in practical scenarios, a useful activity proposal

method is driven by two competing goals. (i) The proposal method must be compu-

tationally efficient, in representing, encoding, and scoring a temporal segment. (ii)

The proposal method must be discriminative of activities that we are interested in,

so as to only retrieve temporal segments that contain visual information indicative

of these activity classes. On the one hand, sampling a long video uniformly without

using any content-based information can generate proposals very quickly; however,

more often than not, this strategy will retrieve segments that are not related to the

activity classes we seek. On the other hand, executing the most successful activity

recognition methods in the literature will not be feasible. Although extracting dense
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Trimmed videos Untrimmed video sequence

Candidate proposals

Ranking proposals

Reconstruction Error: 0.03

. . .

. . .

Proposal dictionary

Feature extraction

Learning to represent proposals Retrieving proposals

Reconstruction Error: 0.09 Reconstruction Error: 0.95

Figure 3.2: At training time, our approach describes trimmed action instances using STIPs and
learns a dictionary that encodes their visual contents. Given a test sequence, we first generate a
large set of candidate temporal segments. These candidates are described using STIPs and ranked
using the learned dictionary. Finally, a subset of the candidate segments set is selected as our activity
proposals based on the predicted activity proposal ranking.

trajectories and encoding them using Fisher Vectors (FV) have become the defacto

standard in the majority of state-of-the-art methods for trimmed activity recognition

[5, 83, 64, 13, 63], this strategy is too slow for extracting activity proposals, espe-

cially at large scale. In this work, we propose a temporal proposal strategy that is a

successful and, more importantly, tunable tradeoff between these two goals. In what

follows, we give a detailed account of our proposed method and emphasize how each

goal is mindfully considered in its design.

Fig 3.2 shows an overview of our approach for generating temporal activity pro-

posals. Given a set of training videos, we extract features that captures spatial and

temporal appearance. We next learn a universal dictionary that encodes discrimina-

tive information for a set of activity classes. After constructing this dictionary, we

can use it to efficiently encode temporal segments in unseen video sequences. To do

this, we first generate a large set of candidates temporal segments. To output the

final temporal activity proposals, these segments are efficiently ranked according to

how well they are represented by the dictionary and only the most representative
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among them are retrieved.

3.3.1 Candidate Proposals

Our method starts with an initial set of candidates, from which we eventually select

and retrieve proposals. This candidate proposal set is usually much larger in cardinal-

ity than the generated proposals. In what follows, we describe how these candidate

proposals are extracted and represented.

Generating candidate proposals

Within an input video sequence, we sample temporal segments of different lengths

from the entire video. This sampling is done uniformly over time, but we sample likely

proposal lengths from a distribution compiled from a set of training videos containing

temporally localized activity classes. In doing so, we partition the input video into a

large pre-defined number of proposal candidates, which can overlap in time.

Extracting video features

As a tradeoff between computational efficiency, representation, and discrimination

power, we decide to use Spatio-Temporal Interest Points (STIPs) [84], which are

extracted in the aforementioned proposal candidates. We follow the standard practice

and encode STIPs using Histogram of Oriented Gradients (HOG) and Histogram of

Optical Flow (HOF) to characterize its spatial and temporal appearance. Note that

STIPs have been successfully applied in previous work to action recognition [39]

and video summarization [85]. In practice, we further speed up this extraction and

representation process by performing it in parallel across the entire set of candidates.

As such, each proposal candidate is represented as a set of feature descriptors xi ∈

R172, which can be concatenated for convenience in matrix form as Xk = [x1| · · · |xnk
],

where nk is the total number of STIPs detected in the kth proposal candidate.
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3.3.2 Learning to Represent Proposals

Inspired by seminal works in image classification [86] and action recognition [87], we

assume that STIPs in a proposal candidate Xk can be represented linearly using a

sparse set of dictionary/vocabulary elements, which are learned offline from a large

video corpus with temporally annotated activity instances. Moreover, we expect that

the representations of different STIPs within the same proposal candidate, which orig-

inate from a particular activity class, would not be independent, but instead share

commonalities. In fact, the merits of representing interest points jointly instead of in-

dependently are well-studied in the image classification literature [88, 89]. To combine

all these requirements, two design choices emerge, both of which we will explore. (a)

class-independent proposal learning : We seek to compute an over-complete dictionary

that can jointly represent STIPs within the same proposal candidate using a sparse

set of dictionary elements. Here, the focus is solely on representation and is agnostic

to any supervised information that is possibly available. (b) class-induced proposal

learning : We seek a dictionary similar to the one in (a), but that also leads to a

proposal representation that is discriminative of the activity classes we are interested

in. Both choices are viable and each has its own merits [90, 91]. However, for the

purpose of retrieving meaningful activity proposals to be used in activity detection,

we will experimentally show in Section 3.4 that (b) is superior to (a). Previous work

in image classification has also reached this conclusion [92, 51].

Class-Independent Proposal Learning

From the training set, we compile all temporal segments Xl that belong to anno-

tated activities to form the data matrix X = [X1| · · · |Xl], where l corresponds to the

total number of trimmed instances in the training set. Then, we cast the dictionary
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learning problem of DU as follows.

(DU ,A
∗) = arg min

D,A

1

n
‖X−DA‖2F + λ‖A‖2,1, (3.1)

where X ∈ R172×n, D ∈ R172×d, A ∈ Rd×n with d equal to the number of dictionary

elements, and n equal to the total number of STIPs in the training subset. Note that,

A = [A1| · · · |Ak] is a stacked matrix that contains the reconstruction coefficients

for all STIPs in all the activity instances. Inspired by the results of [85] on video

summarization, we use a `1/`2 matrix regularizer to encourage joint sparsity in the

representations of each activity instance. Indeed, this regularization scheme encour-

ages that the STIPs in each temporal segment Xk share the same sparse support in

representation, i.e. they use similar dictionary elements for reconstruction. We con-

trol the reconstruction quality with the tradeoff parameter λ which we set in practice

to λ = 0.05. This joint representation scheme is a form of multi-task learning, where

tasks that share feature dependencies or learning parameters are jointly solved to

capitalize on their inherent relationships. In our case, coding each Spatio-Temporal

Interest Point is considered a single task. This type of learning has been successfully

applied to classical problems (e.g. image annotation [93], image classification [94], and

object tracking [95, 96]) and has outperformed state-of-the-art methods that resort

to independent learning.

To solve Eq (3.1), we follow a conventional strategy of fixed point optimization,

which iteratively updates each of the variables DU and A separately by fixing one

of them at a time. So at every iteration, two update steps are required, which we

summarize next. We initialize DU using K-Means. The iterative method is terminated

when the relative change in objective is smaller than a pre-defined threshold.

Updating A. This is referred to as the coding step. It requires the solution to Eq 3.2,

which is a non-smooth convex program that can be optimized using the Alternating
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Direction Method of Multipliers (ADMM).

min
A

1

n
‖X−DA‖2F + λ‖A‖2,1 (3.2)

Updating DU . This update requires the solution to Eq (3.3), which is a linear least

squares problem in matrix form. It can be optimized by solving a set of linear systems.

min
D
‖X−DA‖2F (3.3)

Class-Induced Proposal Learning

Our second design choice for the dictionary learning incorporates supervised in-

formation (i.e. activity class labels) into the learning process. Here, we describe how

we learn a universal dictionary in a supervised fashion using the available class labels

in the training set. Eq (3.4) states the problem.

(DS,A
∗,W∗) = arg min

D,A,W

1

n
‖X−DA‖2F + λ1‖A‖2,1 + λ2‖WTA−Y‖2F + λ3‖W‖2F ,

(3.4)

where W ∈ Rd×c, and Y ∈ {0, 1}c×n with c equal to the number of classes. Here, Y

is the label matrix for all the STIPs in the training set, whereby each row of STIPs

inherits the label of the activity instance it belongs to. The matrix W is a column-

wise concatenation of c one-vs-all linear classifiers. The main difference between this

formulation and Eq (3.1) is the training classification loss term, ‖WTA−Y‖2F , which

empowers the dictionary DS with discriminative properties. Of course, different forms

of this loss term can be used, including the hinge loss used in Support Vector Machine

(SVM) or the logistic loss used in logistic regression. We choose this simple `2 loss

for computational reasons. To be less sensitive to overfitting and for better classifier

generalization, we add an energy regularizer on W. Similar to class-independent
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proposal learning, we use alternating optimization to solve Eq (3.4) and the same

initialization for DS.

Updating W. To update W, we solve Eq (3.5), which is a linear least squares prob-

lem. The classifiers learned in this step will not be used for activity recognition later.

They are merely intermediate variables that guide the dictionary to being more dis-

criminative.

min
W
‖WTA−Y‖2F + λ2‖W‖2F (3.5)

Updating A. This coding step requires solving Eq (3.6), which can be solved using

ADMM.

min
A

1

n
‖X−DA‖2F + λ1‖A‖2,1 + λ2‖WTA−Y‖2F (3.6)

Updating D. This optimization step follows the same procedure as we solved Eq (3.3).

3.3.3 Retrieving Proposals

Once we have learned a dictionary-based proposal representation, our aim is to re-

trieve activity proposals from unseen input videos which contain a human activity

that is similar to activity instances in the training set. As described in Section 3.3.1,

this input video is segmented into a large number of proposal candidates. Then, we

jointly encode each proposal candidate by solving Eq (3.7) using the learned dictio-

nary D (either DU or DS). Since this procedure is done online, we achieve further

speedup by using the sparse codes Ak of one proposal candidate Xk as an initial-

ization to the sparse codes Aj of another proposal candidate Xj that overlaps with

it. This is valid, since Eq (3.7) is convex and it is guaranteed to converge to the

global solution no matter what the initialization. Finally, the average reconstruction
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error 1
nk
‖Xk −DAk‖2F is used to rank the proposal candidates. A small error value

indicates that the candidate Xk can be represented well with the learned dictionary

and thus it is likely to belong to one of the activity classes belonging to the training

set. Obviously, we retrieve the final activity proposals as the candidates with lowest

reconstruction error.

A∗k = arg min
Ak

1

nk
‖Xk −DAk‖2F + λ‖Ak‖2,1. (3.7)

3.4 Experimental Results

In this section, we test our proposal generation method under two different settings.

We generate and rank proposals using a dictionary learned in a class-independent

fashion, as well as, using a dictionary learned in a class-induced setting.

We evaluate the performance of our temporal activity proposal method from three

perspectives. First, we study the quality of our activity proposals by measuring the

ability of our approach to retrieve proposals that overlap with the occurrence of

actions in long videos in Section 3.4.2. Second, we evaluate the processing speed of

our method to assess how quickly it can generate activity proposals in Section 3.4.3.

Finally, we apply our proposal generation method to the task of action detection in

Section 3.4.4, and show how our method can contribute to improving the performance

of existing methods in the action detection task. Throughout the experiments, we

compare our method to baselines and state-of-the-art proposal methods. The results

show that our model consistently improves temporal action localization performance

over the state-of-the-art.

3.4.1 Experimental Setup

Datasets

We test our proposed method on two different datasets for tempotal action local-
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ization. First, we conduct experiments on the MSR-II Action dataset [97]. It contains

54 video sequences with an average length of 51 seconds each. These videos depict

three action classes: Boxing, Clap, and Wave. Following the standard evaluation

protocol, we use videos in the KTH [39] dataset for training. Second, we test the

quality of our method on the labeled untrimmed videos from the challenging Thu-

mos14 dataset [5]. This dataset compiles videos from YouTube from 20 sport actions,

and is considered one of the most challenging datasets for action detection. Videos

in this dataset have an average length of 3 minutes with the actions usually confined

to a small fraction of the video. We use 200 untrimmed videos from the validation

subset to train our proposal method. For testing, we evaluate on the remaining 213

videos that are provided with temporal activity annotations.

Baselines

We compare our methods to two baselines and three state-of-the-art techniques.

(1) Uniform sampling: it ranks each candidate proposal uniformly at random. (2)

Binary Proposal Classifier (BPC): from the raw video descriptors, a binary linear

classifier is learned to discriminate between action vs non-action. We use STIPs from

the trimmed video as positive instances and Spatio-Temporal Interest Points (STIPs)

from background segments as negative instances. To rank proposals, we perform

mean pooling over all the classifier scores within each candidate proposal. The same

candidate proposal generation approach described in Section 3.3.1 is used to feed (1)

and (2). (3) Action localization Proposals from dense Trajectories (APT) [71]; (4)

Fast Action Proposals for Human action Detection and Search (FAP) [72]; and (5)

Bag of Fragments (BoFrag) [73]. Note that APT and FAP are originally designed

to generate spatio-temporal proposals, so we project their resulting proposals to the

temporal dimension only and discard the spatial information. This process may result

in highly overlapping or duplicate temporal proposals, so we remove these for a more

fair comparison against our method. While these methods target spatio-temporal
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proposals and not directly compute temporal-only proposals, we choose to compare

to them as they are the closest methods in the literature that are applicable to

our problem. We obtain the pre-computed proposals for APT and FAP on MSR-

II directly from the authors. On Thumos14, we run an implementation of APT

available online to extract proposals, we obtain pre-computed proposals for BoFrag

directly from the authors, but we were not able to obtain an implementation for FAP.

Evaluation metric

To evaluate the quality of proposals generated by each method, we measure the

overlap between each proposal and the ground truth temporal annotations. To do

this, we compute the temporal Intersection over Union (tIoU) as the intersection over

the union between the pair of time intervals. If the tIoU of a proposal is above a

pre-defined threshold, the proposal is considered a true positive.

3.4.2 Recall Analysis

As discussed earlier, a good action proposal method should retrieve as many true

activity segments in a video as possible, i.e. it should achieve a high recall rate.

We analyze the quality of our temporal proposals from two perspectives. First, we

study how tight our proposals are in comparison to the ground truth temporal loca-

tions. Second, we evaluate the quality of our proposal ranking by measuring recall

on the top-ranked proposals generated by our method. All throughout, we report the

performance of the baselines and state-of-the-art techniques for comparison.

Proposal Localization Quality

In this experiment, we obtain a fixed number of proposals from each method and

measure recall by comparing the retrieved proposals to the ground truth at various

tIoU thresholds. We only allow one detection per ground truth instance.

Figure 3.3 plots the recall of each method against the tIoU threshold. Consider for

instance the results on the MSR-II dataset in Figure 3.3 (left). For a tIoU threshold
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Figure 3.3: Recall rate at different tIoU thresholds.

of 0.8, we see that our class-induced method achieves a recall of 80%, while the

second-best is APT with a recall of 65%. We observe the same behavior across the

entire range of tIoU thresholds for both datasets, which indicates that our proposal

generation method achieves the highest action localization quality.

As expected, the proposals scored with the class-independent approach achieve

lower recall rates than the ones scored in the class-induced fashion. We attribute the

resulting gap in the curves to the fact that our class-induced approach is empowered

with discriminative properties. Moreover, our approach clearly outperforms the Uni-

form sampling baseline. For example, when tIoU is fixed to 0.8, our class-induced

method achieves improvements in recall of 40% and 38% on MSR-II and Thumos14

respectively with respect to that baseline. We note that the BPC baseline obtains

good recall at low tIoU thresholds; however, this behavior is not consistent at high

tIoU thresholds.

From Figure 3.3 (left), it is clear that the Fast Proposals (FAP) approach is not

well suited for proposing temporal segments at high tIoU thresholds. When the tIoU

threshold is higher than 0.4, the recall rate decreases dramatically. For example, its

recall rate is 0.6 at a tIoU of 0.5, which is lower than what we obtained by uniform

sampling.
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Figure 3.4: Average recall rate against average selected number of proposals. The recall is averaged
over multiple tIoU thresholds from 0.5 to 1.

As compared to APT, the quality of our class-induced proposals is clearly better,

since they achieve significant recall improvement at higher tIoU thresholds. For in-

stance, our method obtains a 30% improvement in the recall over APT when tIoU

is fixed to 0.5 in Thumos14. Interestingly, BoFrag achieves a high recall at lower

tIoU thresholds. However, our class-induced proposals outperform BoFrag by a large

margin for tIoU thresholds greater than 0.4.

Proposal Ranking Quality

This experiment studies the recall performance when methods are budgeted based

on the number of proposals retrieved. To do this, we select a set number of top-ranked

proposals generated by each method and measure the average recall between tIoU 0.5

to 1. As such, the average recall measure summarizes proposal performance across

tIoU thresholds. At the same time, it correlates with detection performance as shown

in [80]. Notice that APT, BoFrag, and FAP produce a fixed not scored number of

proposals. Thus, we randomly select the number of retrieved proposals for these two

methods. Results of this experiment are depicted in the recall curves in Figure 3.4.

In these plots, we gradually increase the number of retrieved proposals and record

the recall rate of each method. For example, in Figure 3.4 (left), when retrieving

only the top-50 proposals per video, our class-induced method reports a recall of
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0.7 on MSR-II outperforming all other methods. This result shows that our method

ranks proposals better than competing methods, which results in higher recall when

a small number of proposals is retrieved. Such behavior is important to guarantee an

acceptable recall rate for time-sensitive detection tasks.

We also note that our class-induced proposal method performs better than the

class-independent method. In this case, the class-induced proposals reach a high

recall faster. Compared to the BPC baseline, we reach a higher recall rate, no matter

how many proposals are retrieved. As shown in Figure 3.4 (right), our method can

achieve a recall of 0.5 with only 1000 proposals, as compared to 0.35 obtained by the

BPC.

In comparison to state-of-the-art approaches, our class-induced method produces

temporal proposals with higher specificity. Similar to the localization quality analysis,

FAP shows low recall performance at a small number of proposals. Notice also that

FAP tends to generate a relatively small number of proposals. For example, on MSR-

II, it generates an average of ≈ 50 proposals. Additionally, we observe than BoFrag

produces a modest performance when using a small number of proposals which is an

indication of a poor ranking quality. On the other hand, APT shows an acceptable

performance when using a few proposals. However, our method obtains higher recall

with a smaller number of proposals.

3.4.3 Efficiency Analysis

In this experiment, we measure the processing speed of our method and compare it

against competing approaches on the Thumos14 dataset. As a reminder, proposal

generation methods are used to reduce the computational burden of applying expen-

sive action classifiers exhaustively in a sliding window fashion. Therefore, it is crucial

for these methods to process video segments efficiently.

Table 3.1 summarizes the running time of our proposed method in comparison with
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Time [seconds] Speedup FPS
Feature Proposal Total

BPC 191.1 307.3 498.4 15.9 10.8
APT 2828.5 5120.3 7948.8 1.0 0.68
Ours 191.1 342.5 533.6 14.9 10.2

Table 3.1: Time comparison between our class-induced method and other approaches. Reported
times correspond to the average processing time for a single 3-minute video from the Thumos14
dataset, which contains a total of 141 hours of video.

competing approaches. The reported time is the average time needed to generate the

maximum number of proposals from a single video in the Thumos14 dataset. Note

that the average length of this video is 180 seconds. Our method achieves the best

recall performance while keeping an attractive computational time. In fact, when

comparing our method against APT, it generates proposals 15 times faster while

obtaining higher recall. Our method significantly speeds up the required time for

generating proposals, while leveraging visual features that can be computed faster.

3.4.4 Application to Temporal Action Localization

The end goal of our temporal proposals is to improve the detection of human activities

in long, untrimmed video sequences. To analyze the merits of our method towards

this goal, we incorporate our method into an action detection pipeline as follows.

First, we train action classifiers using the trimmed action instances available in the

training set of each dataset. At the testing stage, we process input video to generate

temporal proposals with each method. We then apply the trained action classifiers to

each temporal proposal. We evaluate the detection performance of this pipeline by

measuring the mean Average Precision (mAP). We run the same pipeline with each

proposal generation method to compare the final action detection performance.

For MSR-II, we first extract improved dense trajectories [13]. Then, we encode the

obtained descriptors using Fisher Vectors (FV) [62]. As in [71], we learn a Gaussian

Mixture Model (GMM) with 128 components. We also use Principal Component
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Baselines Previous Work Our Method
Uniform Sampling BPC FAP [72] APT [71] Class-Independent Class-Induced

tIoU 0.125 0.5 0.8 0.125 0.5 0.8 0.125 0.5 0.8 0.125 0.5 0.8 0.125 0.5 0.8 0.125 0.5 0.8

# Proposals MSR-II
10 45.3 29.7 11.5 65.8 46.3 18.9 68.9 27.1 12.1 66.5 45.1 22.1 56.7 32.3 18.3 72.9 55.4 26.3
50 50.1 31.3 13.2 73.1 49.9 21.1 71.3 28.2 12.3 72.7 49.8 28.7 58.3 33.7 18.9 76.1 57.7 29.1
100 52.2 30.9 9.7 75.1 55.2 21.3 − − − 74.1 54.5 33.7 58.6 34.1 19.2 80.1 60.3 33.9

Thumos14
10 9.1 2.4 0.9 22.7 6.2 3.5 − − − 22.2 5.8 3.2 15.4 3.5 1.7 25.7 9.5 4.1
100 12.1 3.2 1.3 29.7 8.7 4.3 − − − 27.1 7.9 4.1 19.1 5.9 2.9 33.5 12.1 6.9
1000 19.1 3.1 1.9 32.1 9.9 5.1 − − − 30.7 9.1 4.8 21.8 6.7 3.3 35.7 13.5 7.5

Table 3.2: Detection performance (mAP) for different approaches and datasets. Given the lack of
available implementation, results for FAP in Thumos14 are not reported.

Analysis (PCA) to reduce the descriptors dimensionality to the half. For training,

we use a one-vs-all linear Support Vector Machine (SVM) classifier. As for the large

scale experiment in Thumos14, we use the features provided in the action detection

challenge [5]. Next, we learn a χ2 kernel SVM within a Multi-channel approach as in

[37].

In Table 3.2, we summarize the mAP detection results obtained by the various

methods on both datasets. As stated earlier, and due to the lack of a scoring system,

we randomly retrieve proposals for APT and FAP from the initial subset of proposals

they generate We demonstrate that our class-induced proposals provide a significant

benefit to the action detection pipeline. In both datasets, our proposals obtain better

performance compared to more computationally demanding approaches such as APT.

Additionally, the results show that our method is able to obtain an acceptable mAP

with only a small number of proposals.

Table 3.3 compares our temporal action detection results to the state-of-the-art on

the Thumos14 detection challenge [60, 98, 99]. Our Class-Induced proposals achieve a

13.5% mAP score at 0.5 overlap threshold, as compared to 14.3% obtained by the top

performer in Thumos14 [60]. Although the computation time of the latter method is

not available for direct comparison, we estimate it to be higher than APT, as it uses

a sliding window approach. Therefore, this result is encouraging considering that our

method scans less temporal windows and provides a faster detection pipeline.
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Method Sun et al. [99] Wang et al. [98] Oneata et al. [60] Ours
mAP 4.4% 8.3% 14.3% 13.5%

Table 3.3: Comparison to the state-of-the-art on the Thumos14 detection challenge. We report the
mean Average Precision (mAP) at 0.5 threshold. Our Class-Induced proposal method achieves a
competitive performance while keeping an attractive computational complexity.

Top-5 best ranked proposals Bottom-5 worst ranked proposals

Figure 3.5: Left: Top-5 best ranked proposals from entire Thumos14 testing set. Right: Bottom-5
worst ranked proposals from entire Thumos14 testing set.

False positive proposal Ground truthTrue positive proposal

Figure 3.6: Two illustrative examples where our proposal method correctly covers the ground truth,
and one example where it fails.

3.4.5 Qualitative Results

In Figure 3.5, we present a qualitative analysis of proposals generated by our class-

induced method. We show the Top-5 highest ranked and the Bottom-5 worst ranked

proposals. Notice the ability of our method to highly score proposals that are related
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to a previously seen action. For example, all the five best-ranked proposals are related

to one of the 20 classes on Thumos14. As illustrated by the figure, our proposal

method localizes actions, tightly. Also, it ranks unseen actions with low scores, as

shown in the retrieved example of the action penalty kick foul. Interestingly, we find

an incomplete high jump action ranked in the bottom, which suggests our method

can discard low-quality proposals. In general, as showed in Section 3.4.2, our proposal

method is able not only to retrieve proposals with good localization but also to rank

them with high score. In Figure 3.6, we show two illustrative examples where the Top-

3 best-ranked proposals correctly match the ground truth, and one example where it

fails to retrieve the actions.

3.5 Summary

We introduced a framework to generate temporal action proposals on untrimmed

videos. We demonstrated that our proposed method generate high quality proposals

in term of localization and ranking. From the efficiency point of view, our method was

able to generate proposals 15 times faster than previous approaches, as it runs at 10

Frames Per Second (FPS). We also showed that our proposals could serve an essential

role in end-to-end action detection models by improving its overall performance on a

large scale benchmark.
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Chapter 4

Semantic Context Cascade

4.1 Introduction

Imagine you would like to find and share videos in your digital archives about the

remarkable moments you had playing beach volleyball in Hawaii (refer to Figure 4.1).

To do this, you have to scan every video and determine whether or not the moments

you are looking for are present in each video. To optimize your search time, you

would probably scroll through the archives quickly and stop to check time instances,

where you saw a beach, volleyball net, or volleyball. At those times, you would scroll or

play the video slower to determine whether this part of the video is one of the special

moments you are looking for. If it is not, you resume the coarse-to-fine temporal

search through the videos, until you have exhausted them all.

This particular search problem not only afflicts people looking for memorable

moments, but it also hinders various real-world tasks ranging from consumer video

summarization to surveillance, crowd monitoring, and elderly care. There is obviously

a need for efficient and accurate automated methods that can search and retrieves

events and activities in video collections, formally known in the vision community

as action/activity detection in long untrimmed videos. Despite the great research

efforts that have been made on the topic of action recognition and detection, the goal

of accurate and fast detection remains elusive in our automated visual systems.

First attempts in action detection apply activity classifiers exhaustively over the

video at each time location and at multiple temporal scales [21, 22, 20]. Despite
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Playing Beach Volleyball
Ball	

Net	

Beach	
Dynamics	

3:17	0:00	

Figure 4.1: Playing beach volleyball is more than the sum of people running, jumping, and hitting a
ball. It inherently implies an outdoors beach, a volleyball net, a volleyball and humans interacting in
a particular way. Our approach leverages this rich and discriminative semantic information (namely
objects and places) to determine when activities of interest occur in long, untrimmed videos in an
efficient and effective way.

the good detection performance they achieve in small-scale and controlled scenarios,

this computationally expensive approach is unfeasible for large-scale video analysis

applications. To overcome the computational demand of these traditional methods

and inspired by progress in the object detection domain [80, 100, 6], recent approaches

[25, 27, 24] develop methods that quickly scan a video to generate temporal segments,

where general activities are likely to exist. In doing so, activity classifiers are only

applied to few candidate segments, thus, significantly reducing the computational

overhead. However, these detection approaches ignore semantic context priors (e.g.

objects and scenes) in localizing actions, even though they have been shown to be

quite effective in describing actions and boosting action classification performance

[65, 23, 101, 102]. In this Chapter, we embed the use of semantic context in the

detection action process.

Consider again the video sequence in Figure 4.1. The existence of the volleyball,

net, and beach in a video frame is a good semantic prior that lends visual evidence
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encouraging a detection of the playing beach volleyball action to include this frame.

In other words, we argue that (i) semantic context in the form of action-object and

action-scene relationships (e.g. co-occurrence) can help guide the temporal localiza-

tion of actions in an untrimmed video. Moreover, the lack of this context can also be

informative. For example, knowing that video frames do not contain a dog and are

taken indoors discourage the detection of the walking the dog and shoveling snow ac-

tions. In addition to improving localization, we also argue that (ii) action-object and

action-scene relationships can be exploited to quickly prune out or disregard actions

that are unlikely to exist in a video segment without applying an expensive action

classifier. This cascaded approach is especially useful when the number of action

classes is large, as is the case in many activity datasets nowadays (e.g. ActivityNet

[9]). In fact, we realize that claims (i)-(ii) are validated by observing how humans

scroll through long videos, while searching for particular action classes (more details

in Section 4.3).

This Chapter’s Contributions

The core idea of this chapter is to introduce a model that embraces rich semantic

context information that has strong associations with human activities. Specifically,

the contributions are twofold. (1) We introduce a new Semantic Context Cascade

(SCC) model, which exploits action-object and action-scene relationships to improve

the localization quality (i.e. recall) of a fast generic action proposal method and to

quickly prune out unrelated actions in a cascade fashion. These two features lead to

an efficient and accurate cascade pipeline for detection. (2) When applied to Activi-

tyNet [9], the most diverse large-scale dataset for activity detection, our SCC model

achieves state-of-the-art performance, while significantly reducing computational cost,

as compared to state-of-the-art detectors.
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4.2 Related Work

4.2.1 Modeling Context for Actions.

Several approaches have incorporated context cues to boost action recognition per-

formance in controlled scenarios [103, 104, 105, 106, 107]. Marszaek et al. [101] show

the relevance of the co-occurrence between actions and scenes to design useful vi-

sual representations for retrieving short actions in movie clips. In a similar spirit of

empowering visual features for action understanding, [103, 65, 108, 106] show that

implicit and explicit modeling of object relationships boost action recognition. These

methods exploit objects semantic information to reduce the confusion between ac-

tions with similar motions such as drinking and smoking. More recently, Jain et al.

[23] extend this idea further by conducting a large-scale study that reveals a strong

co-occurrence between actions and a sparse number of objects. In the same spirit

as this work, Wu et al. [102] use high capacity neural networks to learn object,

scene, and action relationships with the end goal of improving activity classification.

Although the efficacy of context cues has been successfully proven to help action

classifiers be more discriminative, previous approaches do not explore these ideas to

tackle the challenges in action detection. To the best of our knowledge, our work

is the first to address action detection by exploiting semantic information garnered

from action-object and action-scene relationships at large scale.

4.2.2 Temporal Action Localization.

Following the success and ubiquity of 2D object proposals in 2D object detectors [80],

spatiotemporal proposals [71, 109, 72] and temporal activity proposals [25, 27, 73, 24]

have emerged as a key pre-processing step to avoid the exhaustive sliding window

approach for action detection [21, 22, 20]. Closely to our work, Caba Heilbron et

al. [25] introduce a sparse learning framework to efficiently scan videos (10Frames
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Per Second (FPS)) and produce a set of high fidelity temporal proposals that are

likely to contain actions. The contemporary work of Shou et al. [24] provides a

temporal proposal module that helps a multi-stage system to filter out background

segments (60FPS). To further improve the quality and computational efficiency of

prior work, Escorcia et al. [27] speed up the proposal generation step even further by

employing deep learning models and memory cells (130FPS). Another line of research

has explored the use of attention models to focus in temporal video snippets [110, 111].

However, both types of approaches (i.e. action proposals and attention models) lack

an explicit encoding and use of action associated semantic information (e.g. action

relationships with objects and scenes), which we argue is vital in quickly detecting

activities.

4.3 Motivation

Action 1: Slide-Right

Dog

Walking the Dog

Time

Dog

Action 2: Jump
Action 3: Slide Right

Right cursorLeft cursor

Frame @ User Action 1 Frame @ User Action 3

Time
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Figure 4.2: Left: The illustration depicts the sequence of actions that a human follows to annotate
the temporal boundaries of walking the dog in a video. Center: Speed of left and right cursors
against object detector response (dog). Right: Example of action-object and action-scene links. We
observe a strong correlation between semantic changes (e.g. after dog appears in the video) and
temporal points of the video where the user focus. To benefit from the rich semantic information
that action-object and action-scene relationships provide, we conduct an annotation effort that links
three large-scale datasets.

There is clear evidence that humans use context information and semantic priors

to successfully perform visual tasks [112, 113]. To validate this argument in the

realm of action detection and to motivate our use of semantic context in a cascade

for improving action localization, we conduct an online user study, where human
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subjects are given a clear and concise task, namely to annotate the start and end

times of particular activities in video sequences. To identify temporal parts of the

video where the user focuses, we log all his/her interactions with the user interface

(video browser). Possible actions on the video level include sliding the time bar left or

right to quickly search for the start and ending time respectively, as well as, jumping

directly to any temporal point in the video.

Our study reveals that there is a high correlation between semantic changes and

the temporal parts of the video where the user focuses. These temporal parts tend to

be correlated with semantic priors of the intended activity. Consider Figure 4.2 (left),

which illustrates an example of the step sequence executed to annotate the action

walking the dog. As in this example, our study finds that users tend to scan the video

quickly until a semantic prior associated with the action appears in the video, in

this case, the dog. This observation motivates our Semantic Context Cascade (SCC)

model, but also drives us to annotate semantic relationships between actions, objects,

and scenes.

Figure 4.2 (center) shows a typical example of how users annotate the activity

walking the dog, i.e. how they move the cursors, accompanied with the temporal

evolution of a dog detector response. Interestingly, peaks in the detector responses

(changes in object appearance) correlate with minimum cursor speed. This behavior

indicates that semantic context associated with the activity class (i.e. presence of

dog) is used by the subject to quickly reach a part of the video that aligns with this

context. Then, at a much slower pace, the user makes use of the semantic information

along with an understanding of the activity class to define the bounds of this activity

instance in the video.

To benefit from action-object and action-scene associations, we first need to in-

fer such relationships first. To do this, we conduct an annotation effort that links

three of the largest datasets in computer vision: ImageNet [48], ActivityNet [9], and
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Places205 [114]. Given that our target is action detection, we annotate the set of

objects and scenes that are relevant for each category in ActivityNet. We rely on

Amazon Mechanical Turk workers to obtain multiple textual descriptions for each

category in ActivityNet [9]. Then, we post-process this information to get candidate

objects and scenes that are potentially relevant to the activities. We manually de-

fine the semantic relationships (action-object and action-scene), using the existing

categories in ImageNet[48] and Places205[114]. Figure 4.2 (right) shows an example

of the annotated links for the activity walking the dog. Later, we will use the links

between the hierarchical organizations of activities, objects, and scenes to improve

the localization quality of extracted action proposals and prune out action classes

that are improbable in these proposals.

4.4 Semantic Context Cascade (SCC) Model

Action
Proposals
(Stage 1)

Semantic Encoder
(Stage 2)

Object
Proposals

Scene
CNN

Object
CNN

Object
Tubes

Action
Classifiers
(Stage 3)

Action
Class Score

Proposal
Regressor

Walking the DogClass specific ProposalsAction ProposalsVideo Sequence

Action-Scene Priors

Action-Object Priors

Reject Reject

Walking the 
Dog (0.95)

Figure 4.3: We propose a multi-stage cascade model to efficiently scan a video and determine when
activities of interest occur. We rely on efficient action proposals to prune out segments where it
is unlikely to find activities. Later, a semantic encoder combines the temporal information about
objects and scenes along the segment with the prior knowledge about action-object and action-scene
relationships to refine its time boundaries or prune it out in a class specific way. Finally, the last
pool of segments are further analyzed by an action classifier which determines the probability that
an adjusted segment belongs to a particular activity.
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Our goal is to develop a model that detects when and which actions (among a

large set) happen in a video. Our primary challenge is to design this model in such a

way that it produces a reliable detection while keeping the computational footprint

low so that it can be feasible at large-scales (i.e. a large number of long videos and a

large number of action classes). Therefore, we propose our Semantic Context Cascade

(see Figure 4.3) model that exploits the efficacy of high recall action proposals, the

action discriminative cues in a video’s semantic context (objects and scenes), and

the power of action classifiers, to perform action detection in a cascade fashion. The

cascade has three stages: (1) action proposals, (2) semantic encoder, and (3) action

classifier. Each of these stages is intended to progressively prune candidate detections

that have neither actionness nor relevant semantic information.

4.4.1 Stage 1: Action Proposals

Action proposal methods have proven their ability to quickly generate temporal seg-

ments at different scales with high recall within a video [25, 27, 24]. Given that speed

and recall are crucial in our design, we choose DAPs [27] to extract action propos-

als from untrimmed videos. This approach allows us to efficiently scan the video at

130FPS and produce high fidelity action proposals at multiple scales in a single pass.

For completeness, we give a brief description of the DAPs architecture, which con-

tains four modules. The visual encoder represents the visual information in a video

as activations from a pre-trained C3D [115] network. A sequence encoder, namely an

Long Short-Term Memory (LSTM), models the evolution of the C3D features over

time for generic action localization. Then, a localization module generates start and

ending times for candidate proposals of different temporal lengths throughout the

input video. Finally, the prediction module assigns a confidence score to each action

proposal, based on the probability of it containing an activity of interest. As such,

the output of Stage 1 for each video is a set of np temporal proposals, denoted by
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P = [p1| · · · |pnp ] where pi ∈ R2 encodes the temporal location of the ith proposal.

4.4.2 Stage 2: Semantic Encoder

Inspired by the correlation between object detector responses and the refinement of

temporal activity annotations done by humans (refer to Section 4.3), our semantic

encoder leverages the semantic context of each segment to improve its localization and

action likelihood as Figure 4.3 depicts. Specifically, we exploit the prior knowledge

coming from the link between objects and scenes associated with activities and the

temporal activations of objects and scenes along the segment, to achieve this task in

a class-specific manner. In this way, our semantic encoder improves the results of the

first stages by: rejecting proposals that are not of interest, adjusting the start and

end times of each proposal for better class-specific localization, and marginalizing the

cost of computationally expensive action classifiers needed for the pool of proposals

by pruning classes that are unlikely to exist in each action proposal.

Formalizing Semantic Context

We encode the annotated action-object and action-scene relationships as a binary

matrix Lo ∈ {0, 1}o×c and Ls ∈ {0, 1}s×c respectively. Here, c denotes the number of

action categories we are interested in, o the number of objects linked to the c actions,

and s the number of linked scenes. In our experiments, o, s and c are 440, 48 and

200 respectively. For example, if action j is linked to object i and scene k, then

Lo(i, j) = 1 and Ls(k, j) = 1; otherwise, they are 0.

Expected Output of Stage 2

In what follows, we will explore how the original proposals in P can be transformed

and pruned into the following arguments, so they are later fed into the action classifier

in Stage 3.

1. Updated Proposal Locations : A tensor PSCC ∈ R2×m×c encodes the m ≤ np

action-specific proposals left after filtering. Similar in spirit to the Region Pro-
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posal Network (RPN) [100], the location of each filtered proposal is adjusted

according to each action class.

2. Class-Specific Action Scores : A binary matrix SSCC ∈ {0, 1}c×m encodes which

action classifiers per proposal need to be applied in the next stage. For example,

if column i in SSCC contains only one 1 at row j (i.e. SSCC(j, i) = 1), then only

the action j classifier is applied to adjusted proposal i in Stage 3.

Encoding Action-Object Relationships

Previous work has shown the importance of exploiting object representations for

action classification [65, 23, 102]. However, these methods use this semantic informa-

tion at the global video level for description only. Instead, we encode the spatiotem-

poral evolution of object detections in each action proposal. To do this, we first

extract generic object proposals, namely EdgeBoxes [79], from frames within each

action proposal at 3FPS. On each object proposal, we apply a ResNet [116] classifier

finetuned on the o object classes in ImageNet that were found to be semantically

relevant to the c action classes. Note that we could not finetune an end-to-end ob-

ject detector (e.g. Faster R-CNN [100]), since no ground truth object detections are

available for ActivityNet. Also, the set of o objects contains many more classes than

those in available detectors trained on ImageNet [6], COCO [117], or other detection

datasets.

For each action proposal, we define rti to denote the bounding box location of

the ith object proposal in time step t. We represent rt
i with its ResNet object score

vector, denoted as φo(r
t
i) ∈ Ro. Unlike previous work that used global object scores at

the frame/video level for action classification, we resort to object detection, so as to

mitigate the effect of background in the representation and to fully exploit the action-

object context. Due to the inherent challenges in video object detection [118, 119],

we introduce a simple method to link object proposals over time, such that spurious
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Figure 4.4: To overcome false positive detections from our object detector (top row), we exploit
the spatiotemporal and appearance consistency among object proposals over time to link and prune
them as its shown in the bottom row.

and inconsistent detections do not contaminate the object-based representation of the

action proposal (Figure 4.4 illustrates this step). Inspired by Gkioxari and Malik [15],

we construct object tubes that have both spatiotemporal and appearance consistency.

To form these tubes, we define the following linking score function:

ls(r
t
i , r

t+1
j )) = sim(φo(r

t
i ), φo(r

t+1
j )) + λov(rt

i , r
t+1
j )), (4.1)

where sim(φo(r
t
i ), φo(r

t+1
j )) is the cosine similarity between a pair of proposal object

scores, and ov(rt
i , r

t+1
j )) is the intersection over union between a pair of object pro-

posal bounding boxes. Similar to [15], we cast the problem of finding the optimal

path as:

R∗ = arg max
R

1

T

T−1∑
t=1

ls(r
t
i , r

t+1
j )), (4.2)

for i and j in {1, . . . , no}, where no is the total number of object proposals in a
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frame, and R is a sequence of linked object proposals. Equation 4.2 is efficiently

solved using dynamic programming. We solve this problem at most N times, while

removing the found optimal path after every iteration. In practice, we set N = 5 in

our experiments. This strategy allows us to generate object tubes with spatiotemporal

appearance coherence.

Once object tubes are computed, we max pool the object responses of the object

proposals in these tubes. To maintain temporal information, we use a temporal grid

(of 16 bins in our experiments), within which max pooling is applied. Therefore, the

object-level representation of an action proposal pi is given by matrix Fi
o ∈ Ro×16.

Encoding Action-Scene Relationships

Similar to objects, scenes have also demonstrated the ability to distinguish be-

tween human actions [101]. To encode scene information in an action proposal, we use

a VGG network for large scale place recognition (VGGPlaces) [120], which is trained

on the Places205 dataset [114]. For every proposal pi, we compute its VGGPlaces

scene scores per time step. We max pool these scores 16 temporal bins spanning

the whole action proposal uniformly. Therefore, the scene-level representation of an

action proposal pi is given by the matrix Fi
s ∈ Rs×16

Incorporating Semantic Context

Here, we aim to incorporate the semantic context available in Lo and Ls to prune

action categories that are unlikely to be in action proposal pi. To do this, we simply

enrich pi with action-specific features according to Equation (4.3).

ψij =

 g(Fi
o,Lo(:, j))

g(Fi
s,Ls(:, j))

 ∀i = 1, . . . , np; ∀j = 1, . . . , c (4.3)

where g(A,b) performs an element-wise (Hadamard) vector product between each

column of A and vector b. In our case, g(Fi
o,Lo(:, j)) simply zeros out the effect of

all object-level features corresponding to objects not associated with action j within
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the linking matrix Lo. A similar idea holds for g(Fi
s,Ls(:, j)). In doing this, ψij can

be viewed as the overall representation of the ith action proposal for the jth action

class. For each action class j, we train a 1-vs-all Support Vector Machine (SVM)

classifier on the set of all ψj features to predict the action labels of proposals in our

training set. As a cascade, this set of weak classifiers serves the purpose of reducing

the number of false positives being fed into Stage 3. For each action proposal at the

testing time, we apply all these classifiers to compute c action confidence scores. In

practice, we set a minimum threshold τ on these scores, to select a sparse number of

action classes that are likely to be present in each proposal. Consequently, an action

proposal pi, whose c action scores are less than τ is pruned from the original set of

proposals. As such, m semantically consistent proposals remain from the original np

and their thresholded scores are reserved in matrix SSCC ∈ {0, 1}c×m.

In addition to giving each action proposal a class-specific score, we learn a regres-

sion function that fits the ψj features in the training set to the temporal ground truth

locations of each proposal belonging to class j. Follow the parameterization of [75]

but adjusted to temporal proposal, this class-specific regression function refines the

location of proposal pi based on c action categories. One regression model is learned

per action category. At testing time, we only transform the action proposals for the

classes selected in SSCC to produce the updated class-specific locations PSCC .

4.4.3 Stage 3: Action Classifier

Much progress has been made in designing robust and highly accurate action classi-

fiers [121, 64, 122, 12, 13, 123, 124]. So ideally, any of these classifiers can be used

here. However, this would require sophisticated features to be extracted, which would

significantly impact runtime. Alternatively, we reuse the visual representation used

in Stage 1 (i.e. C3D features) and adopt the approach of Xu et al. [124] to build our

final action classifier. The additional overhead in applying this classifier is minimal,
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as compared to using other more extravagant models.

To train this multi-class classifier, we augment the training ground-truth with

action proposals, whose temporal Intersection over Union (tIoU) with the ground

truth detections is greater than 0.7. Similarly, the set of negative examples is enlarged

using action proposals with tIoU < 0.3. Here, we train linear SVM classifiers, using

the C3D features encoded using Vector of Locally Aggregated Descriptors (VLAD)

[125].

At test time, we only apply the action classifiers selected in SSCC at adjusted

temporal locations PSCC . By this mean, the localization performance of our action

classifier is boosted at a marginal cost depending on SSCC as it is shown in Section

4.5. Finally, our localization results are further processed following standard practices

such as Non-Maximum Suppression (NMS) and multiply the detection scores by a

class-specific length prior [60].

4.5 Experiments

4.5.1 Experimental Setup

Dataset

Traditional datasets for action detection [5, 97] contain only a small number of

action categories (mostly sports), where the importance of semantic priors for large

scale activity detection might not be fully appreciated. Recently, two large-scale

datasets for video analysis [126, 47] were released to the vision community. Both

datasets include activity/concept annotations at a global video level. Unfortunately,

temporal boundaries of where the activities occur within the video are not available

for SPORTS-1M. Consequently, we choose to use ActivityNet [9], the largest available

dataset for human activity analysis, in our experiments. Not only does ActivityNet

include human activity annotations at the video level, but it also contains curated
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start and ending times of activities. These temporal annotations were generated

based on a crowd-sourcing effort on Amazon Mechanical Turk. This dataset is quite

diverse in terms of the type of activities too. For example, activities range from sports

categories like long jump to household categories such as Vacuuming floor. In the last

year, the authors released different versions of the dataset. In our experiments, we

specifically use release 1.3 of ActivityNet which includes 200 activity classes and 19994

videos.

Implementation Details

To make our findings reproducible, we describe here the implementation details

of our SCC model. In our action proposal stage, we first extract DAPs [27] proposals

for the whole ActivityNet dataset. To filter out nearby action proposals, we apply

non-maximum suppression with a tIoU threshold greater than 0.7. We reduce the

total number of proposals per video by selecting only the top-100 scoring proposals.

Our semantic encoder relies on EdgeBoxes [79] to extract the set of object proposals

that feed our object tube module. Given that few objects are linked per activity, we

limit the number of object tubes, N , to five per action proposal. Finally, our action

classifiers are trained using a vocabulary of 512 k -means centers and the VLAD codes

undergo power and L2 normalization.

Baseline Model

Our baseline model simply extracts action proposals followed by an action classi-

fier. In doing so, we detach the contribution of our SCC model. In other words, we

define our baseline by turning off our semantic encoder. We refer to this approach as

SCC Baseline.

Evaluation Metrics

We follow the standard evaluation protocol in ActivityNet and compute the mean

Average Precision (mAP) at different tIoU thresholds, i.e. 0.5, 0.75, 0.95, and average

them from 0.5 to 0.95. To isolate the contribution of each of the early stages, we also
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report recall at the same tIoU thresholds used to compute mAP.

4.5.2 Experimental Analysis
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Figure 4.5: The left diagram shows the relevance of semantic context, in terms of gains in mAP and
Recall, for temporal activity detection. On the right, we show the recall and detection performance
in terms of the number of classifiers evaluated for each proposal at the last stage. In that order of
ideas, we conclude that our SCC offers not only a efficient way to detect activities, it also mitigates
the drop of performance by pruning out harmful actions for each segment.

To validate the contributions of our SCC model, we conduct a series of experiments

evaluated on the validation set of ActivityNet. We first compare the performance of

SCC against our baseline. Then, we study several SCC variants with the end goal of

isolating the contribution of each module in Stage 2 (semantic encoder).

Does SCC help?

SCC significantly outperforms its baseline model (SCC Baseline) not only in terms

of recall, but also in detection performance (mAP). Figure 4.5 (Left) compares both

approaches in terms of recall and mAP at different tIoU thresholds. SCC achieves

a large performance improvement at higher tIoU thresholds, which is attributed to

SCC’s ability to adjust temporal locations/scales when generating class-specific action

proposals.

How Many Classes are Fed to the Action Classifier?

Not only does SCC generate high fidelity class-specific action proposals, but it

also allows the selection of a sparse number of action classes to be fed to our action
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classifier. The sparsity is controlled by the minimum action score threshold τ . In

Figure 4.5 (Right), we plot the mAP and recall of SCC with varying values of τ .

When τ = 0, all 200 action classes are fed to the classifier. Conversely, when τ

increases, the number of classes that remain decreases. Interestingly, the recall and

mAP of our method are not significantly affected when more than 75% of the classes

are pruned out, thus, validating the importance of semantic context in the cascade.

In fact, SCC achieves its highest performance when only 40 classes out of 200 are

passed to the action classifier.

Recall (%) mAP (%)
SCC Variant @50 @75 @95 @Avg @50 @75 @95 @Avg

w/o object tubes 72.8 38.1 16.9 42.4 36.6 16.3 4.1 19.1
w/o regressor 72.5 34.8 15.9 41.9 39.8 15.9 3.1 19.9
w/o semantics 69.8 37.2 17.5 42.1 37.6 16.8 4.1 20.1
rnd semantics 40.3 29.6 10.7 30.5 29.1 10.0 1.7 10.7
full model 75.4 41.3 18.9 46.3 40.0 17.9 4.7 21.7

Table 4.1: Ablation study of our Semantic Context Cascade model. We show the positive impact in
detection performance of each individual model’s component.

Object Tubes Matter

We argue that globally encoding object scores deteriorates our action-object rela-

tionships. To demonstrate this, we report the performance of our SCC model when

the object tubes are discarded. In other words, we obtain the object level repre-

sentation Fi
o by max pooling over all the raw object proposal scores. As shown in

Table 4.1, excluding object tubes (w/o object tubes) from our SCC model results in

a significant drop in performance (recall and mAP), highlighting the ability of our

object tubes to filter out noisy object detections.

Proposal Regression Helps

When the class-specific regression module (w/o regressor) is turned off, we observe

that performance drastically decreases at higher tIoU thresholds (See Table 4.1). This

is the case, since the class-specific regression helps generate tighter segments, thus,
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Performance (mAP%) Test Runtime
Approach @50 @75 @95 @Avg Seconds FPS

UTS Team 42.5 2.9 0.0 14.6 500 3.6
Singh et al. [127] 36.4 11.1 0.0 17.8 914 1.97
Singh et al. [128] 28.7 17.8 2.9 17.7 609 2.95
University of Tokyo 26.9 15.8 3.6 16.2 440 4.1
Our model 39.9 18.7 4.7 19.3 50.2 35.9

Table 4.2: Detection and Average Runtime performance in the test set of ActivityNet. Interestingly,
SCC not only achieves state-of-art performance by exploiting the semantic context of activities, it
is also the most efficient alternative among current approaches.

translating into better performance at higher tIoU.

Semantic Context Benefits

We define two different variants to unveil the importance of inducing semantic

context into SCC and report results in Table 4.1. (1) We replace Lo and Ls with

two randomly generated binary matrices (rnd semantics). (2) We replace Lo and Ls

with two matrices of all ones. This is equivalent to connecting all objects and scenes

to all actions (w/o semantics). As expected, performance decreases substantially

when the semantic context is replaced by randomly generated priors. This is an

intuitive result due to the confusion introduced into the semantic encoder of SCC.

A less drastic but still significant drop is observed for the w/o semantics variant,

which verifies that using action-object and action-scene relationships mined from

ActivityNet, ImageNet, and Places datasets improve the correctness of class-specific

scores and regression results.

4.5.3 Comparison with State-of-the-Art

Table 4.2 compares SCC against state-of-the-art detection approaches on the Activi-

tyNet testing set. It includes the detection performance at different tIoU thresholds,

as well as, the runtime required at test time to process one minute of video. SCC con-

sistently outperforms state-of-the-art approaches, when tighter predictions are desired
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(i.e. for tIoU greater than 0.5). Regarding speed, SCC reduces the computational

cost 10 times, as compared to the fastest existing detection approach.

Although the UTS Team approach achieves the highest performance at tIoU of

0.5, it fails when stricter predictions (in terms of tIoU) are desired. Their approach

strongly relies on duration and location biases on the dataset to produce candidate

predictions, resulting in low performance at higher tIoU thresholds. Singh et al.

[127] rely on expensive features to represent a sparse number of proposals. This

approach obtains the second best performance when mAP is averaged over multiple

tIoU thresholds. Singh et al. [128] also requires expensive optical flow measurements

to describe the video sequence, but instead of using proposals, they rely on an LSTM

to encode the temporal evolution of the video. This allows them to get competitive

results over different tIoU thresholds. Finally, the University of Tokyo method uses

cheap features to describe and then classify temporal segments generated using a

sliding window approach. The cheap features allow them to reduce the computational

cost, but at the price of losing important motion description. This results in overall

lower performance as compared to other approaches. In terms of average mAP,

SCC generally outperforms the state-of-the-art. For example, it registers a 1.5%

improvement, as compared to the runner-up. This improvement can be considered

significant due to the task difficulty.

Another key property of our SCC model is that it detects actions in videos quickly.

As compared to previous approaches, SCC is 10 times faster at testing time (see Table

4.2). SCC is able to scan and detect videos in real-time, which is desirable for large-

scale scenarios.

4.5.4 Qualitative Results

Figure 4.6 shows qualitative results of different variants of SCC. Specifically, we

present the detection results for the variants: w/o regressor, w/o semantics and
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w/o semanticsGround truth SCC w/o regressor

Time
Hop-scotch

Time
Mixing drinks Mixing drinks

Time
Shoveling snow

Figure 4.6: Qualitative results of different SCC variants. The first two rows show examples of videos
where the right action is predicted. The last row shows a typical example where SCC fails.

our full model (SCC). The first two examples correspond to detections where all the

approaches were able to predict the right class in the video. In the top example, all

the variants accurately and tightly predict the action shoveling snow. However, for

more difficult examples (as the second row), SCC outperforms the variants due to its

ability to regress the locations of actions in a class-specific manner. Finally, the last

row presents an example where all the variants fail. As in this case, typical errors of

SCC occurs when the intended activity does not include rich semantics.

4.6 Summary

We introduced the Semantic Cascade Context (SCC) model, which detects actions

accurately and efficiently. SCC incorporated action-object and action-scene relation-

ships with the end goal of improving recall of action proposals, while pruning out
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unrelated actions. Our extensive experiments demonstrated that SCC produces ro-

bust detections and reduces the runtime at test time.
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Chapter 5

Active Learning for Temporal Action Localization

5.1 Introduction

Video data arguably dominates the largest portion of internet content. With more

than 74% of total internet traffic being video [2], a need that arises is to automatically

understand and index such massive amounts of data. The computer vision community

has embraced this problem, and during the last decade, several approaches for video

analysis have been proposed [9, 129, 8, 130, 131, 3, 132, 7, 4]. One of the most chal-

lenging tasks in this field, which has recently gained much attention, is to understand

and temporally localize human actions in untrimmed videos. Such a task, which is

widely known as temporal action localization, aims to produce temporal bounds in a

video, during which human actions occur.

Datasets such as Thumos14 [5], ActivityNet [9], and Charades [7] have enabled

the development of innovative approaches addressing the temporal action localization

problem [20, 24, 31, 111, 29]. These approaches have been successful in increasing

localization performance while maintaining a low computational footprint [30, 31].

For instance, current state-of-the-art approaches [133, 29] have improved more than

three times the first reported performance on datasets like Thumos14 and ActivityNet.

However, despite those great achievements, a crucial limitation persists, namely the

dependence of these models on large-scale annotated data for training. This limitation

often prevents the deployment of action localization methods at scale, due to the large

costs associated with video labeling (e.g. Charades authors [7] spent $1 per video).
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Figure 5.1: Active Learning for Action Localization. We compare three different active learners
for temporal action localization. We plot the localization performance (mAP) of each learner at
different active learning steps. Each learner’s aim is to use the least number of training samples as
possible, which are obtained sequentially by annotating samples from an unlabeled set. The proposed
method resembles Learner C, which minimizes the number of active learning steps to reach a target
performance. Using our active learner, we construct Kinetics-Localization, a novel and large-scale
dataset for temporal action localization.

Additionally, given that datasets for temporal action localization are relatively

small, it is unclear whether existing methods will reach performances like the ones

obtained in other vision tasks such as object detection [6]. To overcome some of these

issues, Wang et al. [134] propose a new model that uses video-level annotations com-

bined with an attention mechanism to pinpoint actions temporal bounds. Although

it does not require temporal ground-truth, their performance is significantly lower

than that achieved by fully-supervised approaches, thus, restricting its applications

that do not require accurate detection.

In this Chapter, we propose an active learning method that aims to ease the large-

scale data dependence of current temporal localization methods. As in every active

learning setting [135], our goal is to develop a learner that selects samples (videos

in this case) from unlabeled sets to be annotated by an oracle. As compared to tra-

ditional active learners [136, 137] where heuristics such as uncertainty sampling are

used to perform the sample selection, we explore novel selection functions [138, 139]

that reuse knowledge from a previously existing dataset. For instance, we study a

learnable selection function that learns a mapping from a model-sample state pair to
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an expected improvement in performance. In doing so, such function learns to score

the unlabelled samples based on the expected performance gain they are likely to pro-

duce if they are annotated and used to update the current version of the localization

model being trained.

Figure 5.1 depicts the learning process of three different action localization strate-

gies. To evaluate each learner, we measure the performance improvements, which are

assessed on a labeled set, at different training dataset sizes (or learning stages). We

associate traditional action localization approaches [30, 31, 29] to Learner A (passive

learning), which randomly picks samples to be annotated for future training itera-

tions. Learner A exhibits passive behavior in making smart selections of samples to

augment its training set. Learner B is an active learner that uses uncertainty sampling

[137] to select the samples (the learner chooses instances whose labels are most uncer-

tain). Learner C is a learning-based active learner. Because it incorporates historical

knowledge from previous dataset selections, Learner C enables a better learning pro-

cess. In this Chapter, we introduce an active learning framework that minimizes the

number of active learning steps required to reach the desired performance.

This Chapter’s Contributions

The core idea of the work presented in this Chapter is to develop an active learning

framework for temporal action localization. Specifically, the contributions are three-

fold. (1) We introduce a new active learner for action localization (see Section 5.3).

To develop our approach, we thoughtfully study different sampling functions, includ-

ing those that can exploit previously labeled data to learn or bootstrap a selection

function that chooses unlabelled samples with the aim of improving the localization

model the most. (2) We conduct extensive experiments in Section 5.4 demonstrating

the capabilities of the proposed framework. When compared to traditional learn-

ing (random sampling), our approach learns to detect actions significantly quicker.

Additionally, we show that our active learner can be employed in batch-mode, and
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is robust to noisy ground-truth annotations. (3) We employ our active learner to

construct a novel dataset for temporal action localization (see Section 5.5). Using

videos from the Kinetics [130] dataset, we apply our learner to request temporal an-

notations from Amazon Mechanical Turk workers. We name this collected dataset

Kinetics-Localization and it comprises more than 15K YouTube videos.

5.2 Related Work

This section briefly discusses the most relevant work to ours, namely those related to

active learning and temporal action localization.

5.2.1 Active Learning for Computer Vision

The active learning paradigm tackles the problem of selecting samples from unlabeled

sets to be annotated by an oracle. In the last decade, several active learning strategies

have been proposed [136, 137, 140] and applied to several research fields, including

speech recognition [141], natural language processing [142], chemistry [143], just to

name a few. We refer the reader to the survey of Settles [135] for an extensive review

of active learning methods. Active learning has also been used in traditional computer

vision tasks, such as image classification [144, 145, 138, 146, 147, 148] and object de-

tection [149], or to construct large-scale image and video datasets [150, 58, 151]. Very

recently, active learning approaches have emerged in more contemporary vision tasks,

including human pose estimation [152] and visual question answering [153]. Most of

the active learning approaches in computer vision have used the simple but effective

uncertainty sampling query strategy [137, 154], where unlabelled samples are selected

based on the entropy of their scores generated by the current discriminative model

(least confidence and margin based score selections are other popular query strate-

gies). However, the main limitation of this strategy is its inability to handle complex

scenarios where factors such as label noise, outliers, or shift in data distribution arise
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in the active learning setting [139]. Inspired by very recent ideas in active learning

[155, 138, 139, 156, 157], our proposed active learning framework learns (or boot-

strap) a function that selects samples for annotation based on knowledge extracted

from a previous dataset. One variant of our approach estimates the effect of labeling

a particular instance on the performance of the current discriminative model. As

such, this learnable function is able to overcome the shortcomings of heuristic active

learners, such as uncertainty sampling (see Section 5.4).

5.2.2 Intersecting Active Learning and Action Detection

Many techniques have been developed over the years to recognize [64, 10, 11, 12, 158],

and localize human activities, either in images [159, 160, 161] or videos [15, 74, 109].

Our work focuses on the temporal action localization problem in video, whose goal

is to provide starting and ending times of an action occurring within an untrimmed

video. Researchers have explored innovative ideas to efficiently and accurately address

this problem. Earlier methods rely on applying action classifiers in a sliding window

fashion [21, 22, 20]. To unburden the computational requirements of sliding windows,

a new line of work studies the use of action proposals to quickly scan a video in an

attempt to reduce the search space [26, 34, 25, 27, 28, 24]. More recently, end-to-end

approaches have boosted the performance of stage-wise methods, demonstrating the

importance of jointly optimizing classifiers and feature extractors [162, 31, 111, 29].

Despite the large body of work on action localization, most methods focus on

either improving performance [29] or boosting speed [30], while very few investigate

the use of active learning to mitigate the data dependency problem. To the best

of our knowledge, only the work of Bandla and Grauman [163] has incorporated

active learning to train an action detection model. However, their method relies

on hand-crafted active selection functions such as uncertainty sampling [137], which

works well in controlled scenarios where statistical properties of the dataset can be
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inferred. However, it fails when more complex shifts in data distribution are present.

In contrast and inspired by recent works [138, 139], our approach avoids predefined

heuristics and instead learns or bootstraps the active selection function from existing

data. We will show that learning such a function not only improves the learning

process of an action localization model on a given dataset, but it is also adaptable

for use when annotating new data.

5.3 Active Learner for Temporal Action Localization

Video Encoder Action ClassifierAttention Module

Unlabeled 
Videos

Sk: Reduced Proposals

Selection Function Oracle

0.15
0.61
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A video v* 
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0.63
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Polishing

Shoes
3:18s-3:46s

S: Action Proposals

A new video 
is labeled

Brushing teeth

Long jump

Figure 5.2: Active Learner for Temporal Action Localization. First, we train an action localization
model with a labeled set of videos. Then, using the trained model, we generate video predictions
in an unlabeled set and select one of the videos that is expected to improve the learner the most.
Finally, an oracle temporally annotates the selected video and then added into the labeled set.

We propose an active learning framework for temporal action localization. Our

goal is to train accurate detection models using a reduced amount of labeled data.

At every learning step t, a set of labeled samples Lt is first used to train a model ft.

Then, from an unlabeled pool Ut, a video instance v∗ is chosen by a selection function

g. Afterwards, an oracle provides temporal ground-truth for the selected instance,

and the labeled set Lt is augmented with this new annotation. This process repeats

until the desired performance is reached or the set Ut is empty. As emphasized in
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previous work [147, 152], the key challenge in active learning is to design the proper

selection function, which seeks to minimize the number of times an oracle is queried

to reach a target performance. Accordingly, we empower our proposed framework

with state-of-the-art selection functions that exploit previously labeled datasets as

bootstrapping.

This section provides a complete walk-through of our approach (see Figure 5.2).

We describe our model for temporal action localization, elaborate on our proposed

active selection function, and explain in detail the oracle’s task.

5.3.1 Localization Model Training Step

Much progress has been made in designing accurate action detection models [30, 28,

31, 29]. So ideally, any of these detectors can be used here. These detectors can

be grouped into two categories, namely, stage-wise and end-to-end models. Mod-

els trained end-to-end have shown superior detection rates. However, such methods

cannot decompose the localization problem into simpler tasks. We argue that decom-

posing the action localization task is key, specially for active learning methods that

use previous knowledge to bootstrap the selection function learning process. As such,

we opt for designing a stage-wise action localization model.

Our model takes as input a video v described by a set of n temporal segments,

denoted by S = {s1, · · · , sn} where si = [tstart, tend] is a 2D vector containing starting

and ending times of a segment. In this work, these temporal segments are action pro-

posals generated by DAPs [27]. Our localization model’s goal is to select k temporal

segments Sk from the initial set S and produce a vector of confidence scores zc ∈ Rk

for each action class c in the dataset. In short, our model maps an input video de-

scribed by a large set of candidate segments into a small set of temporal predictions:

ft(v,S)→
{
Sk, {zc}c∈C

}
where C is the set of action classes.

To that end, we organize our model into three modules: a video encoder whose
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goal is to describe temporal segments S in terms of a feature vector o, an attention

module which picks k segments based on a binary action classifier ht, and an action

classifier φ(Sk) which generates the confidence scores zc for each class in C. Below,

we provide design details for each component.

Video Encoder

Given a set of temporal segments S, our aim is to encode each individual segment

si with a compact representation. We first extract frame-level features using a CNN

and then aggregate these representations into a single feature vector oi. In our ex-

periments, we train an Inception V3 network [164] using the Kinetics dataset [130]

and extract features from the pool3 layer (a feature vector with 2048 dimensions).

To reduce the temporal receptive field, we opt for average pooling, which beyond its

simplicity has demonstrated competitive performance in various tasks [47, 12]. Thus,

our video encoder generates a matrix of visual observations, O = [o1 · · ·on] ∈ R2048×n.

Attention Module

This module receives a visual observation matrix O to pick k temporal segments Sk

which are most likely to contain an action. We adopt a linear Support Vector Machine

(SVM) [165, 166] to learn a binary classifier that discriminates between actions and

background. We employ Platt scaling [167] to obtain probabilistic scores from the

SVM outputs. Finally, to select the output segments, we perform hard attention

pooling and pick the top-k segments with high confidence scores. We set k = 10 in

our experiments. Accordingly, our attention module ht outputs a small number of

segments Sk, which are encoded with their corresponding visual representations in O.

Action Classifier

Taking as input a reduced set of temporal segments Sk, the action classifier aims

to generate a set of confidence scores zc for each action category in C. Consciously,

we build a model composed of a fully-connected layer and a soft-max classifier. Thus,

our action classifier φ generates the final detection results
{
Sk, {zc}c∈C

}
.
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Training Procedure

We define the labeled set at learning step t of size pt as:

Lt =
{

(vtrain1 ,y1), (v
train
2 ,y2), · · · (vtrainpt ,ypt)

}
, (5.1)

where Y = [y1| · · · |ypt ] ∈ R2×pt has the temporal annotations of all actions. We also

define the set of temporal segments of size m as S
(t)
i = {strain1 , · · · , strainm }, where i ∈

{1, 2, ..., pt} describes each video. We train our attention and action classifier modules

separately. To train the attention module, we define instances in S
(t)
i as positives if

the temporal Intersection over Union (tIoU) with any ground-truth instance is greater

than 0.7. Similarly, for training the action classifier, we use temporal instances with

tIoU greater than 0.7, but considering only the top-k segments chosen by our attention

module.

5.3.2 Active Selection Step

Our aim is to design a selection function g that picks an instance v∗ from the unlabeled

set Ut. Our primary challenge is to develop this function such that it selects the

samples that are expected to improve the localization model the most. Additionally,

we want the selection function to generalize to unseen action categories. Purposefully,

instead of sampling directly from the ft predictions, we cast the selection problem into

a meta-learning task; pick samples that improve attention module ht the most. Here,

we focus the learner on the attention module as opposed to the action classifier, since

the former deals with a more complex task (temporal boundary generation) and its

output directly impacts the latter. Formally, our learnable selector g takes as input

confidence scores produced by the action classifier ht when applied to the unlabeled

set Ut: X = [x1,x2, · · · ,xqt ] where X ∈ Rl×qt with l being the number of temporal

segments and qt the number of unlabeled videos. In this section, we introduce three
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different sampling functions, which are studied and diagnosed in Section 5.4.

Learning Active Learning (LAL).

Here, we follow [139] and formulate the learning of the selection function as a

regression problem, which predicts the improvement in performance of our attention

module for all samples belonging to Ut. We construct a feature matrix F from pairs of

model state and sample description. We choose the model state to be the SVM weights

defining ht and the sample description to be the histogram of confidence scores in X.

The target vector used for regression is η, which corresponds to the improvement

δ in localization performance, in practice mean Average Precision (mAP), after the

model ht is trained with each of the samples in a Set of previously labeled examples

Kt individually. In our experiments, we refer to Kt as the Knowledge-Source Set.

To generate a matrix F that explores enough pairs of model and sample states, we

follow the Monte-Carlo procedure used in [139]. Once matrix F and targets η are

constructed, we learn g using Support Vector Regression (SVR). Once trained, we

can apply g to the unlabelled set to select the sample with the highest predicted

performance improvement: g(Ut)→ v∗.

Maximum Conflict Label Equality (MCLE).

This method leverages knowledge from past existing datasets. We closely follow

[138] and devise a method that uses zero-shot learning as warm initialization for active

learning. We opt for simplicity and implement a Video Search zero-shot learning

approach, which uses top results from YouTube search as positive samples [168].

This approach’s implementation is based on the code provided by [138].

Uncertainty Sampling (US).

This baseline samples videos with the most uncertain predictions. Following stan-

dard uncertainty sampling approaches [137], we compute the entropy of the video

predictions (i.e. the histogram of confidence scores in the columns of X) and select

the one with highest entropy value. This baseline is popularly used in computer vision
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applications such as image classification [148] or human pose estimation [152].

5.3.3 Annotation Step

The oracle’s task is to annotate videos chosen by the selection function g. Specifi-

cally, the oracle is asked to provide temporal bounds of all instances of an intended

action. Towards this goal, several researchers have proposed efficient strategies to

collect such annotations [57, 169]. Most of them have focused their approaches to

exploit crowd-sourcing throughput and have used Amazon Mechanical Turk (AMT)

to annotate their large-scale video datasets. In this work, we experiment with two

type of oracles: (i) simulated ones, which we emulate by using the ground-truth from

existing and completely annotated datasets, and (ii) real human annotators, who are

AMT workers. We observe that the proposed framework is indiscriminately good in

both cases.

5.4 Diagnostic Experiments

To evaluate our framework, we analyze its performance, including all its variants of

selection functions, when oracles are simulated, i.e. we emulate an oracle’s outcome

by using the ground-truth from existing datasets that have already been completely

annotated.

5.4.1 Experimental Settings

Dataset

We choose ActivityNet [9], the largest available dataset for temporal action local-

ization, to conduct the diagnostic experiments in this section. Specifically, we use the

training and validation sets of ActivityNet 1.3, which include 14950 videos from 200

activity classes.

Evaluation Metrics
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We use the mAP metric to assess the performance of an action localization model.

Following the standard evaluation of ActivityNet, we report mAP averaged in a range

of tIoU thresholds, i.e. from 0.5 to 0.95 with an increment of 0.05. To quantify the

merits of a sampling function, we are particularly interested in observing the rate of

increase of mAP with increasing training set size (i.e. increasing percentage of the

dataset used to train the localization model).

Experiment Setup

LAL and MCLE approaches (introduced in Section 5.3.2) leverage knowledge ex-

tracted from previous datasets to bootstrap the selection function learning process.

To exploit each of these methods to their full extent, we extract two category-disjoint

subsets from ActivityNet. The first subset, dubbed Knowledge-Source, contains

2790 videos from 50 action categories. This subset is used to bootstrap the LAL and

MCLE sampling functions. The second subset, dubbed ActivityNet-Selection,

consists of 11160 videos with 150 action categories, which do not overlap with the

ones in Knowledge-Source. We mainly conduct the active learning experiments

on ActivityNet-Selection. Additionally, to measure the performance of the lo-

calization model, we define a Testing Set, which contains 3724 unseen videos from

the same 150 categories as ActivityNet-Selection. The Testing Set videos do

not overlap with ActivityNet-Selection nor Knowledge-Source videos.

We use the following protocol in our diagnostic experiments. We bootstrap LAL

and MCLE using the labeled data in Knowledge-Source by following the method

described in Section 5.3.2. Note that US does not need previous knowledge to operate.

Once the selection function is available, we randomly select 10% from ActivityNet-

Selection as a training set to build an initial action localization model (refer to

Section 5.3.1). Then, we evaluate the model’s mAP performance on the Testing

Set, and we apply our active learner onto the remaining videos of ActivityNet-

Selection to select one or more of them, which will be annotated in the next step.
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Subsequently, we probe the oracle, which is simulated in this case by using the ground-

truth directly provided by ActivityNet-Selection, to obtain temporal annota-

tions for the selected videos. Finally, we augment the training set with the newly

annotated samples, which in turn are used to re-train the localization model. This

sequential process repeats until we have used 100% of the videos in ActivityNet-

Selection for training.

5.4.2 Selection Function Ablation Study

Comparison Under Controlled Settings

Figure 5.3 (Left) compares mAP performance between the three selection func-

tions introduced in Section 5.3.2 on the Testing Set. We also report the perfor-

mance of a Random Sampling baseline for reference. We report how the mAP of

the localization model increases with the increase in training data, which is itera-

tively sampled according to the three active learning methods. These results help

us investigate the effectiveness of each method in terms of how much improvement

is obtained by adding a certain amount of training data. It is clear that LAL and

MCLE significantly outperform US and the random sampling baseline. For example,

to achieve 80% of the final mAP (i.e. when all of ActivityNet-Selection is used

for training), LAL and MCLE require only 35% and 38% of the training data to be

labelled respectively, while Uncertainty and Random Selection need 42% and 65%

respectively to achieve the same performance. We attribute the superiority of LAL

and MCLE to the fact that both approaches reuse information from labeled classes in

the Knowledge-Source Set. Additionally, LAL directly exploits the current state

of the localization model to make its selection at every training step. As such, it has

inherently broader knowledge about the dataset it is annotating as compared to the

simple heuristics used by Uncertainty Selection.

Effect of Sampling Batch Size.
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Re-training a model whenever a single new sample is made available is pro-

hibitively expensive. To alleviate this problem, researchers often consider active

learning in batch-mode [170]. In batch-mode, our active learner selects groups of

samples instead of just one. For LAL, we simply rank all the unlabelled samples and

pick the top scoring ones based on LAL’s predictions (i.e. the performance gain they

are expected to cause when they are individually added to the training). For MCLE

and Uncertainty Sampling, we select one unlabeled instance at a time until we com-

pletely fill the batch that will be annotated by the oracle. Figure 5.3 (Center) shows

the Area Under the Learning Curve- (AULC) for different sampling batch sizes. The

AULC value summarizes the performance of an active learner by computing the area

under the “percentage of full mAP vs ratio of labeled videos” curve. For reference,

we include the performance when using a single selection (i.e. batch size of 1). Un-

certainty Sampling performance is poor after increasing the sampling batch size to

32. Interestingly, MCLE performance is strongly degraded at larger sampling batch

sizes. The AULC score jumps from 0.75% down to 0.65% when the batch size is set

to 64. On the other hand, we observe that LAL is relatively robust to larger sampling

batch sizes. For instance, for a batch of size 64, the AULC drops only 0.05. We at-

tribute the robustness of LAL to the fact that it estimates the selection score of each

sample independently. Motivated by a trade-off between computational footprint and

performance, we fix the selection batch size to 64 for the remaining experiments.

Effect of Noisy Annotations

Here, we analyze the performance of the selection functions when exposed to

noisy oracles. To evaluate robustness against noisy annotations, we measure the

performance of our active learner when different levels of noise are injected into the

oracle responses. We quantify the noise in terms of how much an oracle response

differs, in tIoU, from the original ground-truth. For example, at 5% noise level, the

oracle returns temporal instances sampled from a Gaussian distribution with mean
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Figure 5.3: Selection Function Ablation Study. Left: We show the % of full mAP (full training)
achieved at different ratios of labeled videos. We report the Area Under the Learning Curve (AULC)
for each sampling function. LAL and MCLE present steeper increases on mAP. Center: We report
the AULC at different batch sizes. LAL is robust to large batch sizes. Right: We compute AULC
against different level of noise from oracle annotations. All methods tolerate small levels of noise.

equal to 95% tIoU.

Similar to previous analysis, Figure 5.3 (Right) reports the AULC at different

noise levels. We observe that all sampling functions tolerate high levels of noise and

in some cases (LAL) their performance can even improve when small (5%) noise

levels are added. We conjecture that this improvement is due to the fact that such

small levels of noise can be seen as adversarial examples, which previous works have

demonstrated to be beneficial for training [171].

Which Videos are Selected?

To better understand our active selection behavior, we plot the histogram of con-

fidence scores of the selected videos at different learning steps in Figure 5.4. Inter-

estingly, our active learning framework (using LAL [139] selection function) exhibits

different selection behaviors depending on the localization model state. For instance,

at early learning steps (e.g. 25% of training data), our learner tends to pick video

instances with histograms presenting peak values at low prediction scores. Samples

with such histogram can be interpreted as prototypical samples due to the majority

of training videos contain a single (or very few) action instances. When the learner

has observed 50% of the data, we observe that it switches its behavior and now looks

similar to what uncertainty sampling does. Finally, at later stages, i.e. 75%, our se-
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Figure 5.4: Video Selection Analysis. We plot the histogram of the proposals’ confidence scores
from the selected video to be annotated. These confidence scores are obtained by applying our
localization model to different temporal segments (or proposals). The proposed active learner shows
different selection behaviors at different states of the localization model, i.e. at different training
dataset sizes.

lection function samples atypical videos, in this case, videos where multiple temporal

segments have high confidence score.

What Type of Error the Learners Fix?

Our goal is to diagnose the type of errors our learner makes at different active

learning stages. We decompose the false positive errors into two kinds: classification

and localization errors. Classification errors happen when the predicted class is wrong.

Localization Errors are composed of double detection predictions, and predictions

with the right action class but with not enough tIoU to match a ground truth instance.

Figure 5.5 shows the distribution of localization errors over multiple ratios of labeled

dataset. We report the ratio of localization errors to total error. Interestingly, we

notice that the localization error rate drops drastically after labeling few data. This

results suggest that our method is selecting samples that help to improve the attention

module.

Computational and Annotation Cost Analysis.

We analyzed the effectiveness of LAL over uncertainty sampling. We compute the

computational costs in USD for doing inference and re-training of the active learner

(see Figure 5.6-Left). We also estimate the costs of hiring Amazon Mechanical Turk

Workers (Turkers) to complete the annotation task. Using that information, we re-
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Figure 5.5: Localization Errors. We report the ratio of localization errors at different ratios of
labeled videos. Interestingly, the localization rate drops quickly with the adding of labeled samples.
For example, at 25% of labeled data, the localization ratio drops by 15%. Abounding localization
errors motivate our design choice of improving the attention module, which inherently improves the
system’s localization component.

plot 5.3, where the horizontal axis now represents the actual budget being spent,

i.e. computational plus annotation expenses (see Figure 5.6-Center). We notice

that the AULC achieved by LAL marginally decreases after taking into account the

computational cost (LAL (CPU)). This result confirms that even after adding the

computational cost overhead, the proposed Active Learner remains attractive for

practical scenarios.

Stage-Wise Against End-to-End Models

End-to-End models achieve better performance than staged approaches in many

cases. However, this is evident when large-scale data is available to train the End-

to-End models. To validate that argument, we present the performance of the Stage-

Wise and End-to-End models in Figure 5.6-Right. On one hand, we observe that the

staged model provides a more productive learning curve when small data is used for

training. On the other hand, we see that the end-to-end performance is only superior

after 55% of the dataset is available for training. Nevertheless, we argue that future

works can develop end-to-end models that can gradually increase their capacity once

data becomes available under an active learning setting.
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Figure 5.6: Left: Computational and annotation costs summary per iteration step (per video).
To estimate computational costs, we use the most recent AWS prices for a 4-CPU machine. We
paid turkers the federal minimum hourly wage in the United States (7.25 USD). Center: Budget
(in USD) against % of full mAP achieved by the learners. Interestingly, after adding computational
expenses (LAL (CPU)), the proposed method remains an effective approach compared to Uncertainty
Sampling (US). Right: Avg. mAP at different active learning steps (Kinetics-Localization). Notably,
the Stage-Wise model provides a larger boost in performance at smaller ratios of labeled videos.

5.5 Online Experiments: Collecting Kinetics-Localization

In this section, we perform live experiments, where we employ our active learner

to build a new dataset. Instead of collecting the dataset from scratch, we exploit

Kinetics [130] videos (and its video-level labels) and enrich them with temporally

localized annotations for actions. We call our novel dataset Kinetics-Localization.

First, we run our active learner to collect temporal annotations from Kinetics videos.

Then, we present statistics of the collected data. Finally, we evaluate the performance

of models trained with the collected data.

5.5.1 Active Annotation Pipeline

The Kinetics dataset [130] is one of the largest available datasets for action recog-

nition. To construct the dataset, the authors used AMT to decide whether a 10

seconds clip contains a target action. To gather the pool of clips to be annotated,

first a large set of videos are obtained by matching YouTube titles with action names.

Then, a classifier, which is trained with images returned by Google Image Search,

decides where the 10 seconds clip to be annotated is extracted from. As a result,

Kinetics provides more than 300K videos among 400 different action labels. There

is only one annotated action clip in each video. The scale of the dataset has enabled
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the development of novel neural network architectures for video [10]. Unfortunately,

despite the tremendous effort needed to build Kinetics, the dataset is not designed

for the task of temporal action localization. Thus, we commit our active learner to

collect temporal annotations for a portion of Kinetics.

We employ our active learner to gather temporal annotations for Kinetics videos

from 75 action classes. It needs to select samples that will be annotated online by

real human oracles. Following standard procedure for temporal video annotation, we

design a user interface that allows people to determine the temporal bounds of actions

in videos [57, 169, 58]. We rely on Turkers to annotate the videos. Snapshots of the

user interface and details about the annotation process are available in the Appendix

C.

As a result of our annotation campaign, we effectively compile a temporal ac-

tion localization dataset comprising 15000 videos from 75 different action categories,

resulting in more than 30000 temporal annotations. Figure 5.7 summarizes Kinetics-

Localization properties. Figure 5.7 (Top) shows the number of videos and instances

per class in the current version of the dataset. The distribution of number of videos/in-

stances is close to uniform. Also notice that the ratio of instances per video is 2.2.

Figure 5.7 (Middle) shows the ground-truth distribution for three different inher-

ent attributes of the dataset. (i) Coverage, which we measure as the fraction between

an instance’s length and the duration of the video it belongs to. We group instance

coverage into five groups: Extra Small (XS: (0, 0.2]); Small (S: (0.2, 0.4]); Medium (M:

(0.4, 0.6]); Large (L: (0.6, 0.8]); Extra Large (XL: (0.8, 1.0]). (ii) Length, measured as

the duration, in seconds, of an instance. We define five bins to plot the distribution of

this attribute: Extra Small (XS: (0, 30]), Small (S: (30, 60]), Medium (M: (60, 120]),

Large (L: (120, 180]), and Extra Large (XL: > 180). (iii) Number of instances in a

video (# instances), which we cluster into five bins as well: Extra Small (XS: [0, 1]);

Small (S: (1, 4]); Medium (M: (4, 8]); Large (L: (8, 16]); Extra Large (XL: > 16).
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Figure 5.7: Kinetics-Localization at a glance. We introduce Kinetics-Localization, a novel dataset
for temporal action localization. Top: Distribution of number of videos and instances per class.
Middle: Kinetics-Localization attributes. We show the distribution of ground-truth instances for
different attributes including Coverage, Length, and Number of Instances per video. Bottom: We
analyze the distribution of ground-truth instances for pairwise interactions of attributes. Each bin
reports the percentage of ground-truth that belongs to such bin.

In terms of coverage, extra small and extra large instances have a large portion of

ground-truth instances assigned. Also note that more than half of the instances have

at most small coverage (< 0.4). The dataset comprises 55.1% of instances that are

relatively small. We hypothesize that such small instances will enable new challenges,

as is the case in other fields such as face detection [172].

We also study the distribution between pairs of instance attributes (see Figure 5.7

(Bottom)). We observe three major trends from the ground-truth distribution: (i) as
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expected, instances with high coverage tend to have no neighbours (single instance per

video); (ii) 34.9% of instances have extra small coverage and extra small length, which

we argue may be the hardest type of sample for current detectors; (iii) In summary,

we find that the dataset exhibits challenging types of ground-truth instances, which

may span ranges of difficulty.

5.5.2 Kinetics-Localization Benchmark

We evaluate two different temporal action localization models: (i) our temporal local-

ization model (Stage-Wise), which we introduced in Section 5.3.1; (ii) the Structured

Segmented Network (SSN) introduced by Zhao et al. [29] (we refer to this approach

as End-to-End). Although we could have employed other action detectors such as

[30, 31], we choose SSN because it registers state-of-the-art performance. We train

each of the models either using Kinetics-Localization or the original Kinetics dataset.

Table 5.1 summarizes the results. We use the provided 10 second clips to train the

action localization models, and assume that all remaining content in the video is back-

ground information. Even though background might also contain some valid action

instances, we argue there is no systematic way to add those for training without fully

annotating them.

To properly quantify performance, we fully annotate a portion of the Kinetics

validation subset with temporal annotations, which we refer from now on as Kinetics-

Localization Validation Set. Table 5.1 shows the temporal localization performance

of both approaches at different tIoU thresholds on the Kinetics-Localization Valida-

tion Set. We observe that the performance at lower tIoU thresholds (e.g. 0.1) for

both models is close to the achieved performance of previous work on the trimmed

classification task [10]. However, when the tIoU threshold is increased to 0.2, the

performance drastically drops. For example, the mAP of the End-to-End SSN model

(trained on the original Kinetics) decreases from 59.4% to 40.1%. Also, once typi-
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mAP (%) at tIoU
0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9 Avg.

Kinetics-Localization
Stage-Wise 72.1 59.2 52.8 48.7 45.1 31.0 26.4 17.7 3.9 21.3
End-to-End 72.8 61.3 54.9 52.3 49.6 32.7 28.2 19.5 5.2 22.8

Kinetics [130]
Stage-Wise 43.2 34.7 22.8 15.1 13.7 11.0 8.9 5.7 2.9 8.2
End-to-End 59.4 40.1 28.3 20.8 15.0 11.8 9.4 5.2 1.2 8.3

Table 5.1: Kinetics-Localization benchmark results. We report the mAP at different tIoU thresholds
of the Stage-Wise and End-to-End models. We averaged mAP in a range of tIoU thresholds, i.e.
from 0.5 to 0.95 with an increment of 0.05 (Avg. mAP). Notably, training with Kinetics-Localization
dataset offers significant gains in performance as compared to using the original Kinetics dataset.

cal tIoU thresholds for localization are used (0.5 to 0.9), both approaches perform

poorly. We attribute this behavior to the fact that Kinetics does not include accurate

temporal action bounds, thus, preventing the localization models to reason about

temporal configurations of actions. When comparing the performance of the Stage-

Wise approach to that of the same model trained with the newly collected Kinetics-

Localization data, an improvement of 13.1% mAP is unlocked on the validation set.

This validates the need for accurate temporal annotations to train localization models

as well as the need for cost effective frameworks to collect these annotations (like the

the active learner method we propose in this Chapter).

We further diagnose the performance of the proposed active learner when applied

to collect Kinetics-Localization. We report the localization performance on Kinetics-

Localization Validation Set at different percentages of the full training set size. Ta-

ble 5.2 summarizes the performance of the two localization models described in the

main manuscript (Stage-Wise and End-to-End), using the annotated data gathered

by our active learner. We notice significant boosts in performance when jumping from

10% to 25% dataset size, which suggests that our learnable selection is intelligently

picking the right samples to annotate.
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tIoU Mean AP at dataset size
threshold 10% 25% 50% 75% 100% 10% 25% 50% 75% 100%

Stage-Wise End-to-End
0.05 30.4 53.7 63.3 70.5 72.1 34.5 57.6 68.8 70.2 72.8
0.25 25.8 39.8 46.2 51.8 54.5 26.1 38.7 44.9 51.6 55.0
0.5 16.2 27.3 35.1 42.8 45.1 15.9 25.9 32.8 44.7 49.6
0.75 15.4 19.7 23.2 24.0 24.5 13.1 16.8 23.0 24.8 26.1
0.95 0.9 2.2 2.7 3.0 3.1 0.4 1.8 2.9 3.7 4.4

Table 5.2: Constructing Kinetics-Localization. We report the mAP at different tIoU thresholds of
the Stage-Wise and End-to-End [29] models. We note the localization performance on the test set
increases once new data is added for training. Notably, the performance at higher tIoU thresholds
improves significantly, which reaffirms the need for temporally annotated data to train models for
temporal action localization.

5.6 Summary

We introduced a novel active learning framework for temporal action localization. To-

wards this goal, we explored several state-of-the-art active selection functions and sys-

tematically analyzed their performance. We showed that our framework outperforms

baseline approaches when the evaluation is conducted with simulated oracles. We also

observed interesting properties of our framework when equipped with its LAL variant;

(1) it exhibited good performance in batch-mode, and (2) is robust to noisy oracles.

After validating the contributions of our active learner, we employed it to gather a

novel dataset for temporal localization, which we called Kinetics-Localization. We

presented statistics of the datasets as well as a novel established benchmark for tem-

poral action localization. We hope that the collected Kinetics-Localization dataset

helps to encourage the design of novel methods for action localization.
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Chapter 6

Conclusions

This dissertation summarizes my work on human activity understanding. The work

presented here has contributed two key ingredients. One the one hand, I built Activ-

ityNet using a scalable crowdsourcing approach and used it for evaluation purposes

and more importantly for learning more accurate activity models. On the other hand,

I have developed activity recognition/detection models, which scale to long or large

number of untrimmed videos.

Concretely, in Chapter 2 I introduced the most extensive video database for rec-

ognizing and temporally localizing human actions. When compared to previously

gathered datasets, ActivityNet exhibited more variety concerning activity diversity

and richness taxonomy. Exploiting the richness of the collected data, I devised three

different video applications that benefit from ActivityNet. In Chapter 3, I developed

the first model for temporal action proposals. The proposed model generates tem-

poral segments, which are candidates of containing human activities. I showed with

quantitative evaluations that the model produces these proposals with high-quality

and at nearly real time. In Chapter 4, I proposed a model that exploits semantic con-

text to detect actions quickly. By using object-action and scene-action relationships,

I empowered our model with the ability to localize activities with state-of-the-art

performance while operating at real time. Finally, I studied the use of active learn-

ing for action localization in Chapter 5. I demonstrated that models could achieve

state-of-the-art performance while using only a small fraction of training data of

well-established datasets for action detection.
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6.1 Lessons Learned

We have learned important lessons during this research work. I would like to highlight

the most important ones here.

Datasets are crucial for advancing the field. A large portion of this thesis has focused

on the collection, analysis, and usage of large-scale datasets. In Chapter 2 I intro-

duced ActivityNet, the largest and de-facto benchmark for human activity under-

standing. As a result, I have established an annual international activity analysis

competition, where researchers have access to data, annotations, papers, evaluation

and development software, and the most recent state-of-the-art results on the different

competition tasks. There is no doubt that the emergence of ActivityNet has enabled

much faster and significant progress in the domain of activity understanding.

Action proposals are essential to speedup action localization. In Chapter 3, I proposed

the first temporal proposal method for finding activities in videos. This work was the

first of its kind on large-scale data and runs at 10 frames per second. Consequently,

my work inspired the development of more accurate and efficient action proposal

generation approaches [27, 26, 28].

Semantic context enhances the description of activities. I investigated the role and

relationship of objects and scenes in describing, classifying, and localizing activities

(Chapter 4). Being the first to look at this relationship for the purpose of activity

detection, I connected three popular and large-scale taxonomies: ActivityNet (ac-

tivities), ImageNet (objects) [48], and Place-256 (scenes) [114]. I showed that these

semantic relationships significantly speed up proposal based detection methods, as

well as, improve their precision.

Active learning is effective for training action detectors. Having enough training data

is an essential element of successful supervised learning method; however, acquiring

this data and curating it is very expensive and time-consuming, especially in the
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realm of activity detection. To this end, I showed in Chapter 5 that using active

learning strategies help to train action detection algorithms with a small portion of

training data while achieving state-of-the-art performance.

6.2 Future Directions

I addressed the problem of human activity understanding from large video collections.

I learned that large-scale datasets, action proposals, the use of semantic modeling, and

active learning are crucial for the development of state-of-the-art activity recognition

and detection methods. Based on this dissertation, a natural question arises: what is

the path forward toward building machines with the ability to understand and quickly

localize human activities as people do. I have identified three opportunities.

First, the scope of this dissertation is very specific, i.e. , only a closed vocabulary

of activities can be recognized. Even if we scale datasets to more activities, it would

be limited as compared to how humans refer to events (using natural language).

That said, I believe the exploration of methods that cope with natural language [131]

to jointly recognize and localize events will bring us closer towards general human

activity and event understanding.

Second, let us explore more about methods using a human in the loop. The study

I presented in Chapter 5 provides firm evidence about the importance of using active

learning for reducing the costs of building action detection models. This idea can be

pushed forward by developing methods that sporadically query a human to verify its

predictions or provide new knowledge. Under this scenario, it is crucial to creating

approaches that cope with multiple levels of annotations. For instance, models that

can exploit temporal localizations, if those are available, but also, to be able to learn

from weak supervision such as video-level annotations.

Third, videos are much more than only visual information. Often they are accom-

panied with huge metadata and auxiliary signals. One of the cues that have been
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neglected for a long time in the community is audio. In the realm of recognizing and

localizing human activities with natural language, it will become essential to bridge

in methods that understand, for instance, the speech of people in videos.

The future for human activity and video understanding research is bright. There

is an immense amount of video data, and we are in a moment where multiple fields

such as Natural Language Processing, Speech Recognition, and Computer Vision are

bridging together. I argue such interaction between fields will take us very close to

reach one of the holy grail of computer vision, understanding human activities and

events as we, humans, do so well.
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A ActivityNet Full Taxonomy

In this appendix, we complement Chapter 2 by providing the full taxonomy of Activ-

ityNet. Figure A.1 illustrates the full organizational taxonomy behind ActivityNet.

In Chapter 2, we only illustrate the sub-tree under Household Activities. Here, we

instead observe that ActivityNet organizes many more human activities under the

sub-trees Personal Care, Work-related Activities, Sports, Exercise and Recreation, So-

cializing, Relaxing and Leisure, Eating and Drinking and Caring and Helping. This

illustrates the high diversity in activity categories included in ActivityNet. The leafy

structure of our taxonomy is an important asset for algorithms that may exploit such

information in activity analysis.
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Figure A.1: Complete organizational taxonomy behind ActivityNet.
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B Learning Temporal Action Proposals: Optimization

In this appendix, we elaborate on the details required to solve the optimization prob-

lems proposed in Section 3.3. For completeness, we reiterate both problems in Eqs

(B.1) and (B.2).

(DU ,A
∗) = arg min

D,A

1

n
‖X−DA‖2F + λ‖A‖2,1 (B.1)

(DS,A
∗,W∗) = arg min

D,A,W

1

n
‖X−DA‖2F + λ1‖A‖2,1 + λ2‖WTA−Y‖2F + λ3‖W‖2F ,

(B.2)

Solving Eq (B.1) Using Alternating Optimization

To solve Eq (B.1), we follow a conventional strategy of fixed point optimization,

which iteratively updates each of the variables DU and A separately by fixing one of

them at a time.

The first step is to fix D and update A (Step 1). It requires the solution of Eq

(B.3):

Ak+1 = arg min
A

1

n
‖X−DA‖2F + λ‖A‖2,1 (B.3)

The problem in Eq (B.3) is a classical extension of the Lasso problem with L2,1

matrix norm. We can solve it efficiently using ADMM by introducing a slack variable
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Z, which separates the two terms in the optimization.

arg min
A,Z

1

n
‖X−DA‖2F + λ‖Z‖2,1

subject to A = Z (B.4)

The augmented Lagrangian is:

L =
1

n
‖X−DA‖2F + λ‖Z‖2,1 + Tr(ΛT (A− Z)) +

ρ

2
‖A− Z‖2F (B.5)

Solving the above problem requires an iterative process, where (A,Z) are updated

separately by minimizing the augmented Lagrangian function while Λ is updated by

performing gradient ascent on the dual problem.

Update A:

arg min
A

1

n
‖X−DA‖2F + Tr(ΛTA) +

ρ

2
‖A− Z‖2F (B.6)

This is a strongly convex problem that is solved by setting the gradient to 0. To

do this, we need to solve the following linear system:

(DTD + ρI)A = DTX−Λ + ρZ (B.7)

If (DTD + ρI)−1 can be efficiently computed offline, we can solve this subproblem

as:
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A = (DTD + ρI)−1(DTX−Λ + ρZ) (B.8)

Update Z:

arg min
Z

ρ

2
‖A− Z‖2F − Tr(ΛTZ) + λ‖Z‖2,1 (B.9)

arg min
Z

1

2
‖A− Z‖2F −

1

ρ
Tr(ΛTZ) +

λ

ρ
‖Z‖2,1 (B.10)

arg min
Z

1

2
‖Z− (A +

Λ

ρ
)‖2F +

λ

ρ
‖Z‖2,1 (B.11)

arg min
{ẑi}di=1

d∑
i=1

(
1

2
‖ẑi − (Âi +

Λ̂i

ρ
))‖22 +

λ

ρ
‖ẑi‖2 (B.12)

where d is the number of rows of A and ẑi denotes the ith row of Z. We can solve for

each row of Z independently using the identity:

arg min
ẑi

d∑
i=1

(
1

2
‖ẑi − (Âi +

Λ̂i

ρ
))‖22 +

λ

ρ
‖ẑi‖2

= max(0, 1− λ

ρ‖Âi + Λ̂i

ρ
‖2

)(Âi +
Λ̂i

ρ
) (B.13)

Update Λ:
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Λ⇐= Λ + ρ(A− Z) (B.14)

The second step is to Fix A and update D (Step2). This update requires the

solution to Eq (B.15), which is a linear least squares problem in matrix form.

Dk+1 = arg min
D

1

n
‖X−DA‖2F

Dk+1 = arg min
D

‖XT −ATDT‖2F (B.15)

We can solve the problem using Eq (B.16):

Dk+1 = ((AAT )−1AXT )T = xAT (AAT )−1 (B.16)

Notice that we initialize D using K-Means.

Solving Eq (B.2) Using Alternating Optimization

We solve this problem using alternating optimization. The first step is to fix D

and update A (Step 1). In this step, we solve the problem in Eq (B.17)

Ak+1 = arg min
A

1

n
‖X−DA‖2F + λ1‖A‖2,1 + λ2‖WTA−Y‖2F
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Ak+1 = arg min
A

‖U−VA‖2F + λ1‖A‖2F (B.17)

where, U = [ 1√
n
XT
√
λ2Y

T ]T and V = [ 1√
n
D
√
λ2W

T ]T . Note that problem in Eq

(B.17) can be solved in the same way we solve Eq (B.3).

The second step is to fix all variables except D (Step 2). Notice that we get the

same optimization problem described in Eq (B.15).

The third step is to fix all the variables except W (step 3). We get a least squares

problem in matrix form:

Wk+1 = arg min
W

λ2‖WTA−Y‖2F + λ3‖W‖2F (B.18)

Wk+1 = arg min
W

‖ATW −YT‖2F +
λ3
λ2
‖W‖2F (B.19)

Eq (B.19) can be solved by handling the following linear system:

2(AAT )W − 2AYT +
2λ3
λ2

W = 0

(AAT +
λ3
λ2

I)W = AYT
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Wk+1 = (AAT +
λ3
λ2

I)−1AYT (B.20)
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C Kinetics-Localization Annotation Details

Despite the arduous effort needed to build Kinetics [130], the dataset is not designed

for the temporal localization task. As shown in Chapter 5, action detectors trained

using the original dataset exhibit a poor localization performance, precisely at higher

tIoU thresholds. This fact motivates us to build a new dataset, Kinetics-Localization,

which contains precise temporal localization of actions. We fully annotate a portion

of the Kinetics validation subset with temporally localized actions. Specifically, we

annotate 3750 videos from 75 action categories. Additionally, we employ our active

learner (described in Chapter 5) to gather temporal annotations of the Kinetics’

training set. Using our method, we actively select the videos to be annotated by

the turkers. We effectively compile a temporal action localization dataset comprising

15K videos from 75 different action categories, resulting in more than 30K temporal

annotations.

To compile the Kinetics-Localization dataset, we develop a new video annotation

system to localize actions in time. Our semi-automatic approach takes as input a

video and a target action. Thus, it produces time intervals where the target action

appears in the video. Purposely, we divide the annotation into two components: a

Localization Module, which provides a pool of temporal intervals that are likely to

contain the action, and a Verification Module, which whether or not the segments

truly contain the intended entity. Below, we describe each module in detail.

Localization Module.

Given a video and a target action, this module’s goal is to generate a set of tempo-

ral annotations where such target action occurs. The resulting temporal annotations
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Figure C.1: User interfaces snapshots used to collect Kinetics-Localization. (left) User Interface
to temporally localize actions of interest in video sequences. (right) User interface to verify the
temporal annotations provided by the localization module.

are assumed to be of high recall, i.e. at least one of the produced segments contain

the intended action. In practice, we rely on Amazon Mechanical Turk workers (Turk-

ers) to review and to provide the video annotations. For completing each task, the

turkers received $0.3, and we submitted more than 20K tasks. We provide an online

user interface that allows turkers to quickly scan the video and define starting and

ending times of multiple actions (see Figure C.1 (left)).

Verification Module.

Once a set of temporal candidate segments is available for a video, the verification

module inspects and selects segments that correctly match the target action. We

also employ Turkers to conduct this task. Given that this task is simple and fast

to complete, i.e. users only click whether or not the proposed segment is good, we

assign each Turker 10 videos and pay $0.1 for completing this task. Figure C.1 (right)

shows the user interface to verify the temporal annotations.
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